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ABSTRACT
We report rest-frame submillimeter H2O emission line observations of 11 ultra- or hyper-luminous infrared galaxies (ULIRGs or HyLIRGs) at
z ∼ 2–4 selected among the brightest lensed galaxies discovered in the Herschel-Astrophysical Terahertz Large Area Survey (H-ATLAS). Using
the IRAM NOrthern Extended Millimeter Array (NOEMA), we have detected 14 new H2O emission lines. These include five 321–312 ortho-H2O
lines (Eup/k = 305 K) and nine J = 2 para-H2O lines, either 202–111 (Eup/k = 101 K) or 211–202 (Eup/k = 137 K). The apparent luminosities of the
H2O emission lines are µLH2O ∼ 6–21 × 108 L (3 < µ < 15, where µ is the lens magnification factor), with velocity-integrated line fluxes ranging
from 4–15 Jy km s−1. We have also observed CO emission lines using EMIR on the IRAM 30m telescope in seven sources (most of those have
not yet had their CO emission lines observed). The velocity widths for CO and H2O lines are found to be similar, generally within 1σ errors in
the same source. With almost comparable integrated flux densities to those of the high-J CO line (ratios range from 0.4 to 1.1), H2O is found to
be among the strongest molecular emitters in high-redshift Hy/ULIRGs. We also confirm our previously found correlation between luminosity of
H2O (LH2O) and infrared (LIR) that LH2O ∼LIR1.1–1.2, with our new detections. This correlation could be explained by a dominant role of far-infrared
pumping in the H2O excitation. Modelling reveals that the far-infrared radiation fields have warm dust temperature Twarm ∼ 45–75 K, H2O column
density per unit velocity interval NH2O/∆V & 0.3 × 1015 cm−2 km−1 s and 100 µm continuum opacity τ100 > 1 (optically thick), indicating that
H2O is likely to trace highly obscured warm dense gas. However, further observations of J ≥ 4 H2O lines are needed to better constrain the
continuum optical depth and other physical conditions of the molecular gas and dust. We have also detected H2O+ emission in three sources. A
tight correlation between LH2O and LH2O+ has been found in galaxies from low to high redshift. The velocity-integrated flux density ratio between
H2O+ and H2O suggests that cosmic rays generated by strong star formation are possibly driving the H2O+ formation.
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1. Introduction
After molecular hydrogen (H2) and carbon monoxide (CO),
the water molecule (H2O) can be one of the most abundant
molecules in the interstellar medium (ISM) in galaxies. It pro-
vides some important diagnostic tools for various physical and
chemical processes in the ISM (e.g. van Dishoeck et al. 2013,
and references therein). Prior to the Herschel Space Observa-
tory (Pilbratt et al. 2010), in extragalactic sources, non-maser
H2O rotational transitions were only detected by the Infrared
Space Observatory (ISO, Kessler et al. 1996) in the form of far-
infrared absorption lines (González-Alfonso et al. 2004, 2008).
Observations of local infrared bright galaxies by Herschel have
revealed a rich spectrum of submillimeter (submm) H2O emis-
sion lines (submm H2O refers to rest-frame submillimeter H2O
emission throughout this paper if not otherwise specified). Many
of these lines are emitted from high-excitation rotational levels
with upper-level energies up to Eup/k = 642 K (e.g. van der Werf
et al. 2010; González-Alfonso et al. 2010, 2012, 2013; Rang-
wala et al. 2011; Kamenetzky et al. 2012; Spinoglio et al. 2012;
Meijerink et al. 2013; Pellegrini et al. 2013; Pereira-Santaella
et al. 2013). Excitation analysis of these lines has revealed that
? Herschel is an ESA space observatory with science instruments pro-
vided by European-led Principal Investigator consortia and with impor-
tant participation from NASA.
they are probably excited through absorption of far-infrared pho-
tons from thermal dust emission in warm dense regions of the
ISM (e.g. González-Alfonso et al. 2010). Therefore, unlike the
canonical CO lines that trace collisional excitation of the molec-
ular gas, these H2O lines represent a powerful diagnostic of the
far-infrared radiation field.
Using the Herschel archive data, Yang et al. (2013, hereafter
Y13) have undertaken a first systematic study of submm H2O
emission in local infrared galaxies. H2O was found to be the
strongest molecular emitter after CO within the submm band
in those infrared-bright galaxies, even with higher flux density
than that of CO in some local ULIRGs (velocity-integrated flux
density of H2O(321–312) is larger than that of CO(5–4) in four
galaxies out of 45 in the Y13 sample). The luminosities of the
submm H2O lines (LH2O) are near-linearly correlated with total
infrared luminosity (LIR, integrated over 8–1000 µm) over three
orders of magnitude. The correlation is revealed to be a straight-
forward result of far-infrared pumping: H2O molecules are ex-
cited to higher energy levels through absorbing far-infrared pho-
tons, then the upper level molecules cascade toward the lines we
observed in an almost constant fraction (Fig. 1). Although the
galaxies dominated by active galactic nuclei (AGN) have some-
what lower ratios of LH2O/LIR, there does not appear to be a link
between the presence of an AGN and the submm H2O emission
(Y13). The H2O emission is likely to trace the far-infrared radi-
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ation field generated in star-forming nuclear regions in galaxies,
explaining its tight correlation with far-infrared luminosity.
Besides detections of the H2O lines in local galaxies from
space telescopes, redshifted submm H2O lines in high-redshift
lensed Ultra- and Hyper-Luminous InfraRed Galaxies (ULIRGs,
1013 L > LIR ≥ 1012 L; HyLIRGs, LIR ≥ 1013 L) can also be
detected by ground-based telescopes in atmospheric windows
with high transmission. Strong gravitational lensing boosts the
flux and allows one to detect the H2O emission lines easily.
Since our first detection of submm H2O in a lensed Herschel
source at z = 2.3 (Omont et al. 2011) using the IRAM NOrthern
Extended Millimeter Array (NOEMA), several individual detec-
tions at high-redshift have also been reported (Lis et al. 2011;
van der Werf et al. 2011; Bradford et al. 2011; Combes et al.
2012; Lupu et al. 2012; Bothwell et al. 2013; Omont et al. 2013;
Vieira et al. 2013; Weiß et al. 2013; Rawle et al. 2014). These
numerous and easy detections of H2O in high-redshift lensed
ULIRGs show that its lines are the strongest submm molecular
lines after CO and may be an important tool for studying these
galaxies.
We have carried out a series of studies focussing on submm
H2O emission in high-redshift lensed galaxies since our first de-
tection. Through the detection of J = 2 H2O lines in seven
high-redshift lensed Hy/ULIRGs reported by Omont et al. (2013,
hereafter O13), a slightly super-linear correlation between LH2O
and LIR (LH2O ∝ LIR1.2) from local ULIRGs and high-redshift
lensed Hy/ULIRGs has been found. This result may imply again
that far-infrared pumping is important for H2O excitation in
high-redshift extreme starbursts. The average ratios of LH2O to
LIR for the J = 2 H2O lines in the high-redshift sources tend
to be 1.8 ± 0.9 times higher than those seen locally (Y13). This
shows that the same physics with infrared pumping should dom-
inate H2O excitation in ULIRGs at low and high redshift, with
some specificity at high-redshift probably linked to the higher
luminosities.
Modelling provides additional information about the H2O
excitation. For example, through LVG modelling, Riechers et al.
(2013) argue that the excitation of the submm H2O emission in
the z ∼ 6.3 submm galaxy is far-infrared pumping dominated.
Modelling of the local Herschel galaxies of Y13 has been car-
ried out by González-Alfonso et al. (2014, hereafter G14). They
confirm that far-infrared pumping is the dominant mechanism
responsible for the submm H2O emission (except for the ground-
state emission transitions, such as para-H2O transition 111–000)
in the extragalactic sources. Moreover, collisional excitation of
the low-lying (J ≤ 2) H2O lines could also enhance the radiative
pumping of the (J ≥ 3) high-lying lines. The ratio between low-
lying and high-lying H2O lines is sensitive to the dust tempera-
ture (Td) and H2O column density (NH2O). From modelling the
average of local star-forming- and mild-AGN-dominated galax-
ies, G14 show that the submm H2O emission comes from regions
with NH2O ∼ (0.5–2)×1017 cm−2 and a 100 µm continuum opac-
ity of τ100 ∼ 0.05–0.2, where H2O is mainly excited by warm
dust with a temperature range of 45–75 K. H2O lines thus pro-
vide key information about the properties of the dense cores of
ULIRGs, that is, their H2O content, the infrared radiation field
and the corresponding temperature of dust that is warmer than
the core outer layers and dominates the far-infrared emission.
Observations of the submm H2O emission, together with ap-
propriate modelling and analysis, therefore allows us to study
the properties of the far-infrared radiation sources in great detail.
So far, the excitation analysis combining both low- and high-
lying H2O emission has only been done in a few case studies.
Using H2O excitation modelling considering both collision and
far-infrared pumping, González-Alfonso et al. (2010) and van
der Werf et al. (2011) estimate the sizes of the far-infrared ra-
diation fields in Mrk 231 and APM 08279+5255 (APM 08279
hereafter), which are not resolved by the observations directly,
and suggest their AGN dominance based on their total enclosed
energies. This again demonstrates that submm H2O emission is
a powerful diagnostic tool which can even transcend the angular
resolution of the telescopes.
The detection of submm H2O emission in the Herschel-
ATLAS1 (Eales et al. 2010, H-ATLAS hereafter) sources
through gravitational lensing allows us to characterise the
far-infrared radiation field generated by intense star-forming ac-
tivity, and possibly AGN, and learn the physical conditions in
the warm dense gas phase in extreme starbursts in the early Uni-
verse. Unlike standard dense gas tracers such as HCN, which is
weaker at high-redshift compared to that of local ULIRGs (Gao
et al. 2007), submm H2O lines are strong and even comparable
to high-J CO lines in some galaxies (Y13; O13). Therefore, H2O
is an efficient tracer of the warm dense gas phase that makes up
a major fraction of the total molecular gas mass in high-redshift
Hy/ULIRGs (Casey et al. 2014). The successful detections of
submm H2O lines in both local (Y13) and the high-redshift
universe (O13) show the great potential of a systematic study
of H2O emission in a large sample of infrared galaxies over a
wide range in redshift (from local up to z ∼ 4) and luminosity
(LIR ∼ 1010–1013 L). However, our previous high-redshift sam-
ple was limited to seven sources and to one J = 2 para-H2O line
(Eup/k = 100–127 K) per source (O13). In order to further con-
strain the conditions of H2O excitation, to confirm the dominant
role of far-infrared pumping and to learn the physical conditions
of the warm dense gas phase in high-redshift starbursts, it is es-
sential to extend the studies to higher excitation lines. We thus
present and discuss here the results of such new observations of
a strong J = 3 ortho-H2O line with Eup/k = 304 K in six strongly
lensed H-ATLAS galaxies at z∼ 2.8–3.6, where a second lower-
excitation J = 2 para-H2O line was also observed (Fig. 1 for the
transitions and the corresponding Eup).
We describe our sample, observation and data reduction in
Section 2. The observed properties of the high-redshift submm
H2O emission are presented in Section 3. Discussions of the
lensing properties, LH2O-LIR correlation, H2O excitation, com-
parison between H2O and CO, AGN contamination will be given
in Section 4. Section 5 describes the detection of H2O+ lines. We
summarise our results in Section 6. A flat ΛCDM cosmology
with H0 = 71 km s−1 Mpc−1, ΩM = 0.27, ΩΛ = 0.73 (Spergel
et al. 2003) is adopted throughout this paper.
2. Sample and observation
Our sample consists of eleven extremely bright high-redshift
sources with F500µm > 200 mJy discovered by the H-ATLAS sur-
vey (Eales et al. 2010). Together with the seven similar sources
reported in our previous H2O study (O13), they include all the
brightest high-redshift H-ATLAS sources (F500µm > 170 mJy),
but two, imaged at 880 µm with SMA by Bussmann et al. (2013,
hereafter B13). In agreement with the selection according to the
methods of Negrello et al. (2010), the detailed lensing modelling
performed by B13 has shown that all of them are strongly lensed,
but one, G09v1.124 (Ivison et al. 2013, see below). The sample
1 The Herschel-ATLAS is a project with Herschel, which is an ESA
space observatory with science instruments provided by European-led
Principal Investigator consortia and with important participation from
NASA. The H-ATLAS website is http://www.h-atlas.org.
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Fig. 1. Energy level diagrams of H2O and H2O+ shown in black and red,
respectively. Dark blue arrows are the submm H2O transitions we have
observed in this work. Pink dashed lines show the far-infrared pumping
path of the H2O excitation in the model we use, with the wavelength of
the photon labeled. The light blue dashed arrow is the transition from
para-H2O energy level 220 to 211 along the cascade path from 220 to
111. Rotational energy levels of H2O and H2O+, as well as fine structure
component levels of H2O+ are also shown in the figure.
of our present study is thus well representative of the bright-
est high-redshift submillimeter sources with F500µm > 200 mJy
(with apparent total infrared luminosity ∼ 5–15 × 1013 L and
z ∼ 1.5–4.2) found by H-ATLAS in its equatorial (’GAMA’)
and north-galactic-pole (’NGP’) fields, in ∼ 300 deg2 with a den-
sity ∼ 0.05 deg−2. In our previous project (O13), we observed
H2O in seven strongly lensed high-redshift H-ATLAS galax-
ies from the B13 sample. In this work, in order to observe the
high-excitation ortho-H2O(321–312) line with rest frequency of
1162.912 GHz with the IRAM/NOEMA, we selected the bright-
est sources at 500 µm with z & 2.8 so that the redshifted lines
could be observed in a reasonably good atmospheric window at
νobs . 300 GHz. Eight sources with such redshift were selected
from the B13 H-ATLAS sample.
B13 provide lensing models, magnification factors (µ) and
inferred intrinsic properties of these galaxies and list their CO
redshifts which come from Harris et al. (2012); Harris et al. (in
prep.); Lupu et al. (in prep.); Krips et al. (in prep.) and Riechers
et al. (in prep.).
In our final selection of the sample to be studied in the
H2O(321–312) line, we then removed two sources, SDP 81 and
G12v2.30, that were previously observed in H2O (O13, and
also ALMA Partnership, Vlahakis et al. 2015 for SDP 81), be-
cause the J = 2 H2O emission is too weak and/or the inter-
ferometry could resolve out some flux considering the lensing
image. The observed high-redshift sample thus consists of two
GAMA-field sources: G09v1.97 and G12v2.43, and four sources
in the H-ATLAS NGP field: NCv1.143, NAv1.195, NAv1.177
and NBv1.78 (Tables 1 and 2). Among the six remaining sources
at redshift between 2.8 and 3.6, only one, NBv1.78, has been
observed previously in a low-excitation line, para-H2O(202–111)
(O13). Therefore, we have observed both para-H2O line 202–111
or 211–202 and ortho-H2O(321–312) in the other five sources, in
order to compare their velocity-integrated flux densities.
In addition, we also observed five sources mostly at lower
redshifts in para-H2O lines 202–111 or 211–202 (Tables 1 and 2) to
complete the sample of our H2O low-excitation study. They are
three strongly lensed sources, G09v1.40, NAv1.56 and SDP11,
a hyper-luminous cluster source G09v1.124 (Ivison et al. 2013),
and a z ∼ 3.7 source, NCv1.268 for which we did not propose
a J = 3 H2O observation, considering its large linewidth which
could bring difficulties in line detection.
As our primary goal is to obtain a detection of the submm
H2O lines, we carried out the observations in the compact, D
configuration of NOEMA. The baselines extended from 24 to
176 m, resulting in a synthesised beam with modest/low resolu-
tion of ∼ 1.0 ′′ × 0.9 ′′ to ∼ 5.6 ′′ × 3.3 ′′ as shown in Table 1. The
H2O observations were conducted from January 2012 to Decem-
ber 2013 in good atmospheric conditions (seeing of 0.3 ′′–1.5 ′′)
stability and reasonable transparency (PWV ≤ 1 mm). The total
on source time was ∼ 1.5–8 hours per source. 2 mm, 1.3 mm and
0.8 mm bands covering 129–174, 201–267 and 277–371 GHz,
respectively, were used. All the central observation frequencies
were chosen based on previous redshifts given by B13 according
to the previous CO detections (Table 2). In all cases but one, the
frequencies of our detections of H2O lines are consistent with
these CO redshifts. The only exception is G09v1.40 where our
H2O redshift disagrees with the redshift of z = 2.0894 ± 0.0009
given by Lupu et al. (in prep.), which is quoted by B13. We find
z = 2.0925± 0.0001 in agreement with previous CO(3–2) obser-
vations (Riechers et al., in prep.). We used the WideX correlator
which provided a contiguous frequency coverage of 3.6 GHz in
dual polarisation with a fixed channel spacing of 1.95 MHz.
The phase and bandpass were calibrated by measur-
ing standard calibrators that are regularly monitored at the
IRAM/NOEMA, including 3C279, 3C273, MWC349 and
0923+392. The accuracy of the flux calibration is estimated to
range from ∼10% in the 2 mm band to ∼20% in the 0.8mm band.
Calibration, imaging, cleaning and spectra extraction were per-
formed within the GILDAS2 packages CLIC and MAPPING.
Table 3. Observed CO line properties using the IRAM 30m/EMIR.
Source CO line ICO ∆VCO
(Jy km s−1) (km s−1)
G09v1.97 5–4 9.5 ± 1.2 224 ± 32
6–5 10.4 ± 2.3 292 ± 86
NCv1.143 5–4 13.1 ± 1.0 273 ± 27
6–5 11.0 ± 1.0 284 ± 27
NAv1.195 5–4 11.0 ± 0.6 281 ± 16
NAv1.177 3–2 6.8 ± 0.4 231 ± 15
5–4 11.0 ± 0.6 230 ± 16
NBv1.78 5–4 10.3 ± 0.8 614 ± 53
6–5 9.7 ± 1.0 734 ± 85
G09v1.40 4–3 7.5 ± 2.1 198 ± 51
NAv1.56 5–4 17.7 ± 6.6 432 ± 182
Notes. ICO is the velocity-integrated flux density of CO; ∆VCO is the
linewidth (FWHM) derived from fitting a single Gaussian to the line
profile.
To compare the H2O emission with the typical molecular gas
tracer, CO, we also observed the sources for CO lines using the
EMIR receiver at the IRAM 30m telescope. The CO data will
be part of a systematic study of molecular gas excitation in H-
ATLAS lensed Hy/ULIRGs, and a full description of the data
and the scientific results will be given in a following paper (Yang
et al., in prep.). The global CO emission properties of the sources
are listed in Table 3 where we list the CO fluxes and linewidths.
A brief comparison of the emission between H2O and CO lines
will be given in Section 4.3.
2 See http://www.iram.fr/IRAMFR/GILDAS for more information
about the GILDAS softwares.
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Table 1. Observation log.
IAU Name Source RA DEC RApk DECpk H2O line νobs Beam ton
(J2000) (J2000) (J2000) (J2000) (GHz) (′′) (h)
H-ATLAS J083051.0+013224 G09v1.97 08:30:51.02 +01:32:24.88 08:30:51.17 +01:32:24.39 211–202 162.286 5.6×3.3 3.5
08:30:51.17 +01:32:24.09 321–312 250.952 2.6×1.1 3.1
H-ATLAS J113526.3−014605 G12v2.43 11:35:26.36 −01:46:05.56 11:35:26.27 −01:46:06.44 202–111 239.350 2.3×1.0 6.9
11:35:26.28 −01:46:06.43 321–312 281.754 2.2×1.1 1.5
H-ATLAS J125632.7+233625 NCv1.143 12:56:32.70 +23:36:24.86 12:56:32.56 +23:36:27.92 211–202 164.739 3.1×2.9 1.5
12:56:32.56 +23:36:27.69 321–312 254.745 2.1×1.0 1.5
H-ATLAS J132630.1+334410 NAv1.195 13:26:30.12 +33:44:09.90 13:26:30.14 +33:44:09.11 202–111 250.045 2.0×1.7 3.8
13:26:30.14 +33:44:09.09 321–312 293.334 1.0×0.9 3.1
H-ATLAS J132859.3+292327 NAv1.177 13:28:59.29 +29:23:27.07 13:28:59.25 +29:23:26.18 202–111 261.495 1.9×1.7 2.3
13:28:59.25 +29:23:26.34 321–312 307.812 1.6×0.9 2.3
H-ATLAS J133008.4+245900 NBv1.78 13:30:08.56 +24:58:58.30 13:30:08.56 +24:58:58.55 321–312 282.878 1.7×1.1 4.2
H-ATLAS J084933.4+021443 G09v1.124-W 08:49:33.36 +02:14:42.30 08:49:33.59 +02:14:44.68 211–202 220.537 1.8×1.2 8.4G09v1.124-T 08:49:32.95 +02:14:39.70
H-ATLAS J085358.9+015537 G09v1.40 08:53:58.90 +01:55:37.00 08:53:58.84 +01:55:37.75 211–202 243.425 1.8×1.0 1.9
H-ATLAS J091043.1−000321 SDP11 09:10:43.09 −00:03:22.51 09:10:43.06 −00:03:22.10 202–111 354.860 1.9×1.5 3.8
H-ATLAS J125135.4+261457 NCv1.268 12:51:35.46 +26:14:57.52 12:51:35.38 +26:14:58.12 211–202 160.864 2.9×2.6 7.7
H-ATLAS J134429.4+303036 NAv1.56 13:44:29.52 +30:30:34.05 13:44:29.46 +30:30:34.01 211–202 227.828 1.7×1.7 2.3
Notes. RA and DEC are the J2000 Herschel coordinates which were taken as the centres of the NOEMA images displayed in Fig. A.1; RApk and
DECpk are the J2000 coordinates of the NOEMA dust continuum image peaks; νobs is the central observed frequency. The rest-frame frequencies
of para-H2O 202–111, 211–202 and ortho-H2O 321–312 lines are: 987.927 GHz, 752.033 GHz and 1162.912 GHz, respectively (the rest-frame fre-
quencies are taken from the JPL catalogue: http://spec.jpl.nasa.gov); ton is the on-source integration time. The source G09v1.124, which
is not resolved by SPIRE, is a cluster that consists of two main components: eastern component W (G09v1.124-W) and western component T
(G09v1.124-T) as described in Ivison et al. (2013) (see also Fig. A.1c).
Table 2. Previously observed properties of the sample.
Source z F250 F350 F500 F880 rhalf ΣSFR f1.4GHz Td µ µLIR
(mJy) (mJy) (mJy) (mJy) (kpc) (103 M yr−1 kpc−2) (mJy) (K) (1013 L)
G09v1.97 3.634 260 ± 7 321 ± 8 269 ± 9 85.5 ± 4.0 0.85 0.91 ± 0.15 ±0.15 44 ± 1 6.9 ± 0.6 15.3 ± 4.3
G12v2.43 3.127 290 ± 7 295 ± 8 216 ± 9 48.6 ± 2.3 – – ±0.15 – – (8.3 ± 1.7)
NCv1.143 3.565 214 ± 7 291 ± 8 261 ± 9 97.2 ± 6.5 0.40 2.08 ± 0.77 0.61 ± 0.16 40 ± 1 11.3 ± 1.7 12.8 ± 4.3
NAv1.195 2.951 179 ± 7 279 ± 8 265 ± 9 65.2 ± 2.3 1.57 0.21 ± 0.04 ±0.14 36 ± 1 4.1 ± 0.3 7.4 ± 2.0
NAv1.177 2.778 264 ± 9 310 ± 10 261 ± 10 50.1 ± 2.1 – – ±0.15 – – (5.5 ± 1.1)
NBv1.78 3.111 273 ± 7 282 ± 8 214 ± 9 59.2 ± 4.3 0.55 1.09 ± 1.41 0.67 ± 0.20 43 ± 1 13.0 ± 1.5 10.7 ± 3.9
G09v1.124-Wa 2.410 242 ± 7 293 ± 8 231 ± 9 50.0 ± 3.5 – – ±0.15 40 ± 1 1 3.3 ± 0.3G09v1.124-Ta – – ±0.15 36 ± 1 1.5 ± 0.2 2.7 ± 0.8
G09v1.40 2.089b 389 ± 7 381 ± 8 241 ± 9 61.4 ± 2.9 0.41 0.77 ± 0.30 0.75 ± 0.15 36 ± 1 15.3 ± 3.5 6.5 ± 2.5
SDP11 1.786 417 ± 6 378 ± 7 232 ± 8 30.6 ± 2.4 0.89 0.22 ± 0.08 0.66 ± 0.14 41 ± 1 10.9 ± 1.3 6.2 ± 1.9
NCv1.268 3.675 145 ± 7 201 ± 8 212 ± 9 78.9 ± 4.4 0.93 0.31 ± 0.14 1.10 ± 0.14 39 ± 1 11.0 ± 1.0 9.5 ± 2.7
NAv1.56 2.301 481 ± 9 484 ± 13 344 ± 11 73.1 ± 2.4 1.50 0.14 ± 0.08 1.12 ± 0.27 38 ± 1 11.7 ± 0.9 11.3 ± 3.1
Notes. z is the redshift inferred from previous CO detection quoted by B13 (see the references therein); F250, F350 and F500 are the SPIRE flux
densities at 250, 350 and 500 µm, respectively (Pascale et al. 2011); F880 is the SMA flux density at 880 µm; rhalf and ΣSFR are the intrinsic half-light
radius at 880 µm and the lensing-corrected surface SFR (star formation rate) density (Section 4.2); f1.4GHz is the 1.4 GHz band flux densities from
the VLA FIRST survey; Td is the cold-dust temperature taken from B13 (note that the errors quoted for Td are significantly underestimated since
the uncertainties from differential lensing and single-temperature dust SED assumption are not fully considered); µ is the the lensing magnification
factor from B13, except for G09v1.124 which is adopted from Ivison et al. (2013); µLIR is the apparent total infrared luminosity mostly inferred
from B13. The µLIR in brackets are not listed in B13, thus we infer them from single modified black body dust SED fitting using the submm
photometry data listed in this table.
a: The cluster source G09v1.124 includes two main components: G09v1.124-W to the east and G09v1.124-T to the west (Fig. A.1c) and the values
of these two rows are quoted from Ivison et al. (2013); b: Our H2O observation gives z = 2.093 for G09v1.40. This value is slightly different from
the value of 2.089 quoted by B13 from Lupu et al. (in prep.) obtained by CSO/Z-Spec, but consistent with CO(3–2) observation by Riechers et al.
(in prep.).
3. Results
A detailed discussion of the observation results for each source
is given in Appendix A, including the strength of the H2O emis-
sion, the image extension of H2O lines and the continuum
(Fig. A.1), the H2O spectra and linewidths (Fig. 2) and their com-
parison with CO (Table 3). We give a synthesis of these results
in this section.
3.1. General properties of the H2O emissions
To measure the linewidth, velocity-integrated flux density and
the continuum level of the spectra from the source peak and from
the entire source, we extract each spectrum from the CLEANed
image at the position of the source peak in a single synthesis
beam and the spectrum integrated over the entire source. Then
we fit them with Gaussian profiles using MPFIT (Markwardt
2009).
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Fig. 2a. Spatially integrated spectra of H2O in the six sources with both J = 2 para-H2O and J = 3 ortho-H2O lines observed. The red lines
represent the Gaussian fitting to the emission lines. The H2O(202–111) spectrum of NBv1.78 is taken from O13. Except for H2O(321–312) in
NAv1.195, all the J = 2 and J = 3 H2O lines are well detected, with a high S/N ratio and similar profiles in both lines for the same source.
We detect the high-excitation ortho-H2O(321–312) in five
out of six observed sources, with high signal to noise ratios
(S/N > 9) and velocity-integrated flux densities comparable
to those of the low-excitation J = 2 para-H2O lines (Table 4
and Figs. 2 & A.1). We also detect nine out of eleven J = 2
para-H2O lines, either 202–111 or 211–202, with S/N ≥ 6 in
terms of their velocity-integrated flux density, plus one tentative
detection of H2O(202–111) in SDP11. We present the values of
velocity-integrated H2O flux density detected at the source peak
in a single synthesised beam, IH2O
pk, and the velocity-integrated
H2O flux density over the entire source, IH2O (Table 4). The
detected H2O lines are strong, with IH2O = 3.7–14.6 Jy km s
−1.
Even considering gravitational lensing correction, this is consis-
tent with our previous finding that high-redshift Hy/ULIRGs are
very strong H2O emitters, with H2O flux density approaching
that of CO (Tables 3 & 4 and Section 4.3). The majority of the
images (7/11 for J = 2 lines and 3/4 for J = 3) are marginally re-
solved with IH2O
pk/IH2O ∼ 0.4–0.7. They show somewhat lensed
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Fig. 2b. Spatially integrated spectra of H2O of the five sources with only one J = 2 para-H2O line observed. The red lines represent the Gaussian
fitting to the emission lines. Except for the H2O line in G09v1.124, all the J = 2 H2O lines are well detected.
structures. The others are unresolved with IH2O
pk/IH2O > 0.8.
All continuum emission flux densities (S ν(ct)pk for the emis-
sion peak and S ν(ct) for the entire source) are very well de-
tected (S/N ≥ 30), with a range of total flux density of 9–64 mJy
for S ν(ct). Fig. A.1 shows the low-resolution images of H2O and
the corresponding dust continuum emission at the observing fre-
quencies. Because the positions of the sources were derived from
Herschel observation, which has a large beamsize (> 17 ′′) com-
paring to the source size, the position of most of the sources
are not perfectly centred at these Herschel positions as seen in
the maps. The offsets are all within the position error of the Her-
schel measurement (Fig. A.1). G09v1.124 is a complex HyLIRG
system including two main components eastern G09v1.124-W
and western G09v1.124-T as described in Ivison et al. (2013).
In Fig. A.1c, we identified the two strong components separated
about 10′′, in agreement with Ivison et al. (2013). The J = 2
H2O and dust continuum emissions in NBv1.78, NCv1.195,
G09v1.40, SDP 11 and NAv1.56, as well as the J = 3 ortho-H2O
and the corresponding dust continuum emissions in G09v1.97,
NCv1.143 and NAv1.177, are marginally resolved as shown in
Fig. A.1. Their images are consistent with the corresponding
SMA images (B13) in terms of their spatial distribution. The
rest of the sources are not resolved by the low-resolution syn-
thesised beams. The morphological structure of the H2O emis-
sion is similar to the continuum for most sources as shown in
Fig. A.1. The ratio S ν(ct)pk/S ν(ct) and S ν(H2O)pk/S ν(H2O) are
in good agreement within the error. However, for NCv1.143 in
which S ν(ct)pk/S ν(ct) = 0.55 ± 0.01 and S ν(H2O)pk/S ν(H2O) =
0.74 ± 0.16, the J = 3 ortho-H2O emission appears more com-
pact than the dust continuum. Generally it seems unlikely that
we have a significant fraction of missing flux for our sources.
Nevertheless, the low angular resolution (∼ 1′′ at best) limits the
study of spatial distribution of the gas and dust in our sources. A
detailed analysis of the images for each source is given in Ap-
pendix A.
The majority of the sources have H2O (and CO) linewidths
between 210 and 330 km s−1, while the four others range be-
tween 500 and 700 km s−1 (Table 4). Except NCv1.268, which
shows a double-peaked line profile, all H2O lines are well fit by
a single Gaussian profile (Fig. 2). The line profiles between the
J = 2 and J = 3 H2O lines do not seem to be significantly differ-
ent, as shown from the linewidth ratios ranging from 1.26± 0.14
to 0.84 ± 0.16. The magnification from strong lensing is very
sensitive to the spatial configuration, in other words, differential
lensing, which could lead to different line profiles if the differ-
ent velocity components of the line are emitted at different spa-
tial positions. Since there is no visible differential effect between
their profiles, it is possible that the J = 2 and J = 3 H2O lines
are from similar spatial regions.
In addition to H2O, within the 3.6 GHz WideX band, we have
also tentatively detected H2O+ emission in 3 sources: NCv1.143,
G09v1.97 and G15v2.779 (see Section 5).
3.2. Lensing properties
All our sources are strongly gravitationally lensed (except
G09v1.124, see Appendix A.11), which increases the line flux
densities and allows us to study the H2O emission in an afford-
able amount of observation time. However, the complexity of
the lensed images complicates the analysis. As mentioned above,
most of our lensed images are either unresolved or marginally re-
solved. Thus, we will not discuss here the spatial distribution of
the H2O and dust emissions through gravitational lensing mod-
elling. However, we should keep in mind that the correction of
the magnification is a crucial part of our study. In addition, dif-
ferential lensing could have a significant influence when compar-
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Table 4. The observed properties of H2O emission lines.
Source H2O line νH2O S ν(ct)
pk S ν(ct) S
pk
H2O
S H2O IH2O
pk IH2O ∆VH2O µLH2O
(GHz) ( mJybeam ) (mJy) (
mJy
beam ) (mJy) (
Jy km s−1
beam ) (Jy km s
−1) (km s−1) (108 L)
G09v1.97 211–202 162.255 8.9 ± 0.2 9.4 ± 0.2 14.9 ± 2.2 15.0 ± 2.1 3.8 ± 0.4 4.1 ± 0.4 257 ± 27 7.4 ± 0.7
321–312 250.947 21.7 ± 0.3 36.1 ± 0.3 7.8 ± 1.9 15.0 ± 2.6 2.4 ± 0.4 3.7 ± 0.4 234 ± 34 10.4 ± 1.0
G12v2.43 202–111 239.388 16.0 ± 0.3 22.5 ± 0.4 10.8 ± 2.1 17.3 ± 3.1 3.2 ± 0.5 4.8 ± 0.6 262 ± 35 8.8 ± 1.0
321–312 281.784 31.5 ± 0.3 36.4 ± 0.3 25.6 ± 3.3 25.0 ± 3.0 4.9 ± 0.4 5.9 ± 0.5 221 ± 20 12.7 ± 1.0
NCv1.143 211–202 164.741 11.2 ± 0.1 13.3 ± 0.2 17.4 ± 1.3 18.7 ± 1.3 5.6 ± 0.3 5.8 ± 0.3 293 ± 15 10.1 ± 0.5
321–312 254.739 34.8 ± 0.5 63.5 ± 0.5 23.9 ± 4.3 32.1 ± 4.1 5.2 ± 0.6 8.0 ± 0.7 233 ± 22 21.3 ± 1.8
NAv1.195 202–111 250.034 14.0 ± 0.4 25.8 ± 0.4 6.6 ± 2.5 11.6 ± 2.5 2.1 ± 0.6 4.0 ± 0.6 328 ± 51 6.7 ± 1.0
321–312 (293.334) 17.2 ± 0.5 41.2 ± 0.5 < 4.2 < 7.3 < 1.5 < 2.6 330a < 5.0
NAv1.177 202–111 261.489 26.5 ± 0.6 35.5 ± 0.6 16.8 ± 4.9 21.2 ± 4.9 4.4 ± 0.9 5.4 ± 0.9 241 ± 41 8.2 ± 1.2
321–312 307.856 38.2 ± 0.4 62.0 ± 0.4 14.8 ± 2.6 25.2 ± 3.1 4.6 ± 0.5 7.3 ± 0.6 272 ± 24 12.9 ± 1.1
NBv1.78 202–111b 240.290 15.4 ± 0.3 36.9 ± 0.4 5.0 ± 1.0 12.3 ± 3.2 2.7 ± 0.3 6.7 ± 1.3 510 ± 90 12.2 ± 2.4
321–312 282.863 29.2 ± 0.2 42.6 ± 0.2 8.8 ± 1.0 10.6 ± 1.0 4.8 ± 0.4 6.7 ± 0.5 607 ± 43 14.3 ± 1.0
G09v1.124-W 211–202 (220.537)
6.42 ± 0.15 7.6 ± 0.2 < 1.4 < 1.6 < 1.2c < 1.4c 850c < 1.3c
G09v1.124-T 4.08 ± 0.15 4.9 ± 0.2 < 1.7 < 2.0 < 1.0c < 1.2c 550c < 1.0c
G09v1.40 211–202 243.182 16.9 ± 0.2 30.6 ± 0.3 17.5 ± 2.0 27.7 ± 1.9 4.9 ± 0.4 8.2 ± 0.4 277 ± 14 5.7 ± 0.3
SDP11 202–111 354.930 29.2 ± 1.3 52.1 ± 1.3 14.8 ± 8.4 40.3 ± 11.7 5.2 ± 2.0 9.2 ± 2.0 214 ± 41 6.3 ± 1.1
NCv1.268 211–202 161.013 6.6 ± 0.1 10.0 ± 0.1 5.2 ± 1.1 9.0 ± 1.2 3.7 ± 0.4 7.0 ± 0.7 731 ± 75 12.8 ± 1.2
NAv1.56 211–202 227.822 14.0 ± 0.6 22.7 ± 0.6 15.8 ± 3.3 23.2 ± 3.0 7.8 ± 1.1 14.6 ± 1.3 593 ± 56 12.0 ± 1.1
Notes. νH2O is the observed central frequency of H2O lines, and the values in brackets are the H2O line frequencies inferred from the CO redshifts
for the undetected sources; S ν(ct)pk and S ν(ct) are the peak and spatially integrated continuum flux density, respectively; S
pk
H2O
is the peak H2O
line flux and S H2O is the total line flux; IH2O
pk and IH2O are the peak and spatially integrated velocity-integrated flux density of the H2O lines;
∆VH2O is the H2O linewidth; µLH2O is the apparent luminosity of the observed H2O line.
a: The linewidth of the undetected H2O(321–312) in NAv1.195 has been set to 330 km s−1 by assuming that the widths of the H2O(321–312) and
H2O(202–111) lines are roughly the same; b: The data of para-H2O(202–111) in NBv1.78 is taken from O13; c: the 2σ upper limits of IH2O are
derived by assuming that the H2O linewidths are similar to those of the CO lines (Ivison et al. 2013).
ing H2O emission with dust and even comparing different tran-
sitions of same molecular species (Serjeant 2012), especially for
the emission from close to the caustics.
In order to infer the intrinsic properties of our sample, es-
pecially LH2O as in our first paper O13, we adopted the lensing
magnification factors µ (Table 2) computed from the modelling
of the 880 µm SMA images (B13). As shown in the Appendix,
the ratio of S ν(ct)pk/S ν(ct) and S ν(H2O)pk/S ν(H2O) are in good
agreement within the uncertainties. Therefore, it is unlikely that
the magnification of the 880 µm continuum image and H2O can
be significantly different. However, B13 were unable to provide
a lensing model for two of our sources, G12v2.43 and NAv1.177,
because their lens deflector is unidentified. This does not affect
the modelling of H2O excitation and the comparison of H2O and
infrared luminosities since the differential lensing effect seems
to be insignificant as discussed in Sections 4 and Appendix A.
4. Discussion
4.1. LH2O-LIR correlation and LH2O/LIR ratio
Using the formula given by Solomon et al. (1992), we derive the
apparent H2O luminosities of the sources, µLH2O (Table 4), from
IH2O. For the ortho-H2O(321–312) lines, µLH2O varies in the range
of 6–22 × 108 L, while the µLH2O of the J = 2 lines are a factor∼ 1.2–2 weaker (Table 4) as discussed in Section 4.2.
Using the lensing magnification correction (taking the val-
ues of µ from B13), we have derived the intrinsic H2O lumi-
nosities (Table 5). The error of each luminosity consists of the
uncertainty from both observation and the gravitational lensing
modelling. After correcting for lensing, the H2O luminosities of
our high-redshift galaxies appear to be one order of magnitude
higher than those of local ULIRGs, as well as their infrared lumi-
nosities (Table 5), so that many of them should rather be consid-
ered as HyLIRGs than ULIRGs. Though the ratio of LH2O/LIR in
our high-redshift sample is close to that of local ULIRGs (Y13),
with somewhat a statistical increase in the extreme high LIR end
(Fig. 3).
As displayed in Fig. 3 for H2O of the three observed lines,
because we have extended the number of detections to 21 H2O
lines, distributed in 16 sources and 3 transitions, we may inde-
pendently study the correlation of LH2O(202–111) and LH2O(211–202)
with LIR, while we had approximately combined the two lines in
O13.
As found in O13, the correlation is slightly steeper than lin-
ear (LH2O ∼ LIR1.2). To broaden the dynamical range of this com-
parison, we also included the local ULIRGs from Y13, together
with a few other H2O detections in high-redshift Hy/ULIRGs,
for example, HLSJ 0918 (HLSJ 091828.6+514223) (Combes
et al. 2012; Rawle et al. 2014), APM 08279 (van der Werf
et al. 2011), SPT 0538 (SPT-S J0538165030.8) (Bothwell et al.
2013) and HFLS3 (Riechers et al. 2013, with the magnifica-
tion factor from Cooray et al. 2014) (Fig. 3). In the fitting, how-
ever, we excluded the sources with heavy AGN contamination
(Mrk 231 and APM 08279) or missing flux resolved out by the
interferometry (SDP 81). We also excluded the H2O(321–312)
line of HFLS3 considering its unusual high LH2O(321–312)/LIR ra-
tio as discussed above, that could bias our fitting. We have per-
formed a linear regression in log-log space using the Metropolis-
Hastings Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm sam-
pler through linmix_err (Kelly 2007) to derived the α in
LH2O ∝ LαIR. (1)
The fitted parameters are α = 1.06±0.19, 1.16±0.13 and 1.06±
0.22 for H2O line 202–111, 211–202 and 321–312, respectively.
Comparing with the local ULIRGs, the high-redshift lensed ones
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Table 5. IR luminosity, H2O line luminosity and global dust temperature of the entire sample.
Source H2O Transition LIR LH2O(211–202) LH2O(202–111) LH2O(321–312)
(1012 L) (107 L) (107 L) (107 L)
G09v1.97 211–202, 321–312 22.1 ± 5.9 10.7 ± 1.4 – 15.0 ± 1.9
G12v2.43 202–111, 321–312 83.2 ± 16.6/µ – 88.4 ± 10.7/µ 143.2 ± 11.5/µ
NCv1.143 211–202, 321–312 11.4 ± 3.1 9.0 ± 1.4 – 18.9 ± 3.3
NAv1.195 202–111, 321–312 18.0 ± 4.6 – 16.4 ± 3.0 < 12.3
NAv1.177 202–111, 321–312 55.0 ± 11.0/µ – 82.0 ± 12.8/µ 129.1 ± 10.8/µ
NBv1.78 202–111, 321–312 8.2 ± 2.2 – 9.4 ± 2.1 11.0 ± 1.5
G09v1.124-W 211–202 33.1 ± 3.2 < 12.9 – –
G09v1.124-T 211–202 14.5 ± 1.8 < 6.9 – –
G09v1.40 211–202 4.2 ± 1.3 3.7 ± 0.9 – –
SDP11 202–111 5.7 ± 1.6 – 5.8 ± 1.4 –
NCv1.268 211–202 8.6 ± 2.3 11.5 ± 1.5 – –
NAv1.56 211–202 9.7 ± 2.6 10.3 ± 1.2 – –
SDP81 202–111 6.1 – 3.3 –
NAv1.144 211–202 11 9.7 – –
SDP9 211–202 5.2 7.0 – –
G12v2.30 202–111 16 – 13 –
SDP17b 202–111 16 – 20 –
G15v2.779 211–202 21 26.6 – –
Notes. LIR is the intrinsic total infrared luminosity (8-1000 µm) taken from B13. The intrinsic H2O luminosities are inferred from µLH2O using µ
in B13. The first group of the sources are the ones with both J = 2 and J = 3 H2O lines observed, the next group are the sources with only J = 2
H2O observed, and the last group are the previous published sources in O13.
-T
-W
Fig. 3. Correlation between LIR and LH2O in local ULIRGs and high-redshift Hy/ULIRGs. The black points represent local ULIRGs from Y13.
The blue points with solid error bars are the H-ATLAS source in this work together with some previously published sources. Red points with
dashed error bars are excluded from the fit as described in the text. Upper limits are shown in arrows. The light blue lines show the results of the
fitting. The insets are the probability density distributions of the fitted slopes α. We find tight correlations between the luminosity of the three H2O
lines and LIR, namely LH2O ∝ LIR1.1−1.2.
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have higher LH2O/LIR ratios (Table 6). These slopes confirm our
first result derived from 7 H2O detections in (O13). The slight
super-linear correlations seem to indicate that far-infrared pump-
ing play an important role in the excitation of the submm H2O
emission. This is unlike the high-J CO lines, which are deter-
mined by collisional excitation and follow the linear correla-
tion between the CO line luminosity and LIR from the local to
the high-redshift Universe (Liu et al. 2015). As demonstrated
in G14, using the far-infrared pumping model, the steeper than
linear growth of LH2O with LIR can be the result of an increas-
ing optical depth at 100 µm (τ100) with increasing LIR. In local
ULIRGs, the ratio of LH2O/LIR is relatively low while most of
them are likely to be optically thin (τ100 ∼ 0.1, G14). On the
other hand, for the high-redshift lensed Hy/ULIRGs with high
values of LIR, the continuum optical depth at far-infrared wave-
lengths is expected to be high (see Section 4.2), indicating that
the H2O emission comes from very dense regions of molecular
gas that are heavily obscured.
Similar to what we found in the local ULIRGs (Y13), we
find again an anti-correlation between Td and LH2O(321–312)/LIR.
The Spearman′s rank correlation coefficient for the five
H2O(321–312) detected H-ATLAS sources is ρ = −0.9 with a
two-sided significance of its deviation from zero, p = 0.04.
However, after including the non-detection of H2O(321–312) in
NAv1.195, the correlation is much weaker, that is to say, ρ .
−0.5 and p ∼ 0.32. No significant correlation has been found
between Td and LH2O(202–111)/LIR (ρ = −0.1 and p = 0.87) nor
LH2O(211–202)/LIR (ρ = −0.3 and p = 0.45). As explained in
G14, in the optically thick and very warm galaxies, the ratio
of LH2O(321–312)/LIR is expected to decrease with increasing Td.
And this anti-correlation can not be explained by optically thin
conditions. However, a larger sample is needed to increase the
statistical significance of this anti-correlation.
Although, it is important to stress that the luminosity of H2O
is a complex result of various physical parameters such as dust
temperature, gas density, H2O abundance and H2O gas distri-
bution relative to the infrared radiation field, etc, it is striking
that the correlation between LH2O and LIR stays linear from lo-
cal young stellar objects (YSOs), in which the H2O molecules
are mainly excited by shocks and collisions, to local ULIRGs
(far-infrared pumping dominated), extending ∼ 12 orders of
magnitudes (San José-García et al. 2016), implying that H2O
indeed traces the SFR proportionally, similarly to the dense
gas (Gao & Solomon 2004) in the local infrared bright galax-
ies. However, for the high-redshift sources, the LH2O emissions
are somewhat above the linear correlations which could be ex-
plained by their high τ100 (or large velocity dispersion). As
shown in Table 6, HFLS3, with a τ100 > 1 has extremely large
ratios of LH2O/LIR which are stronger than the average of our
H-ATLAS sources by factors ∼ 2 for the J = 2 lines and ∼ 4
for J = 3 (see Fig. 3). The velocity dispersions of its H2O lines
are ∼ 900 km s−1 (with uncertainties from 18% to 36%), which is
larger than all our sources. For optically thick systems, larger ve-
locity dispersion will increase the number of absorbed pumping
photons, and boost the ratio of LH2O/LIR (G14).
For the AGN-dominated sources (i.e. APM 08279,
G09v1.124-W and Mrk 231) as shown in Fig. 3, most of
them (except for the H2O(321–312) line of Mrk 231) are well
below the fitted correlation (see Section 4.4). This is consistent
with the average value of local strong-AGN-dominated sources.
The J . 3 H2O lines are far-infrared pumped by the 75 and
101 µm photons, thus the very warm dust in strong-AGN-
dominated sources is likely to contribute more to the LIR than
the J . 3 H2O excitation (see also Y13).
4.2. H2O excitation
We have detected both J = 2 and J = 3 H2O lines in five sources
out of six observed for J = 3 ortho-H2O lines. By comparing
the line ratios and their strength relative to LIR, we are able to
constrain the physical conditions of the molecular content and
also the properties of the far-infrared radiation field.
Fig. 4. Velocity-integrated flux density distribution of H2O normalised
to IH2O(202–111) adapted from Y13. Local averaged values are shown in
black dashed line and marks. Among them, AGN-dominated sources
are shown in red and star-forming dominated galaxies are shown in blue.
Some individual sources are also shown in this plot as indicated by the
legend. Green diamonds are the high-redshift lensed Hy/ULIRGs from
this work. HFLS3 is a z = 6.3 high-redshift galaxy from Riechers et al.
(2013).
To compare the H2O excitation with local galaxies, we plot
the velocity-integrated flux density of ortho-H2O(321–312) nor-
malised by that of para-H2O(202–111) in our source on top of the
local and high-redshift H2O SLEDs (spectral line energy distri-
butions) in Fig. 4. All the six high-redshift sources are located
within the range of the local galaxies, with a 1σ dispersion of
∼ 0.2. Yet for the z = 6.34 extreme starburst HFLS3, the value
of this ratio is at least 1.7 times higher than the average value
of local sources (Y13) and those of our lensed high-redshift
Hy/ULIRGs at ' 3σ confidence level (Fig. 4). This probably
traces different excitation conditions, namely the properties of
the dust emission, as it is suggested in G14 that the flux ratio
of H2O(321–312) over H2O(202–111) is the most direct tracer of
the hardness of the far-infrared radiation field which powers the
submm H2O excitation. However, the line ratios are still consis-
tent with the strong saturation limit in the far-infrared pumping
model with a Twarm & 65 K. The large scatter of the H2O line
ratio between 321–312 and 202–111 indicates different local H2O
excitation conditions. As far-infrared pumping is dominating the
H2O excitation, the ratio therefore reflects the differences in the
far-infrared radiation field, for example, the temperature of the
warmer dust that excites the H2O gas, and the submm continuum
opacity. It is now clear that far-infrared pumping is the prevail-
ing excitation mechanism for those submm H2O lines rather than
collisional excitation (G14) in infrared bright galaxies in both the
local and high-redshift Universe. The main path of far-infrared
pumping related to the lines we observed here are 75 and 101 µm
as displayed in Fig. 1. Therefore, the different line ratios are
highly sensitive to the difference between the monochromatic
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Table 6. Ratio between infrared and H2O luminosity, and the velocity-integrated flux density ratio between different H2O transitions.
Source H2O Transition Td
LH2O(211–202)
LIR
LH2O(202–111)
LIR
LH2O(321–312)
LIR
IH2O(321–312)
IH2O (211–202)
IH2O(321–312)
IH2O (202–111)
(K) (×10−6) (×10−6) (×10−6)
G09v1.97 211–202, 321–312 44 ± 1 4.8 ± 1.4 – 6.8 ± 2.0 0.9 ± 0.1 (0.8 ± 0.2)
G12v2.43 202–111, 321–312 (39 ± 2) – 10.6 ± 2.5 15.3 ± 3.3 – 1.2 ± 0.2
NCv1.143 211–202, 321–312 40 ± 1 7.9 ± 2.5 – 16.6 ± 5.4 1.4 ± 0.1 (1.1 ± 0.4)
NAv1.195 202–111, 321–312 36 ± 1 – 9.1 ± 2.9 < 6.8 – < 0.7
NAv1.177 202–111, 321–312 (32 ± 1) – 14.9 ± 3.8 23.5 ± 5.1 – 1.3 ± 0.2
NBv1.78 202–111, 321–312 43 ± 1 – 11.4 ± 4.7 13.4 ± 4.9 – 1.0 ± 0.2
G09v1.124-W 211–202 40 ± 1 < 3.9 – – – –
G09v1.124-T 211–202 36 ± 1 < 4.8 – – – –
G09v1.40 211–202 36 ± 1 8.8 ± 3.5 – – – –
SDP11 202–111 41 ± 1 – 10.2 ± 3.8 – – –
NCv1.268 211–202 39 ± 1 13.4 ± 3.9 – – – –
NAv1.56 211–202 38 ± 1 10.7 ± 3.1 – – –
SDP81 202–111 34 ± 1 – 5.4 – – –
NAv1.144 211–202 39 ± 1 9.7 – – – –
SDP9 211–202 43 ± 1 13.5 – – – –
G12v2.30 202–111 41 ± 1 – 8.1 – – –
SDP17b 202–111 38 ± 1 – 12.5 – – –
G15v2.779 211–202 41 ± 1 7.7 – – – –
HFLS3 202–111, 211–202, 321–312 56+9−12 20.3 22.2 57.3 1.8 ± 0.6 2.2 ± 0.5
APM 08279 202–111, 211–202, 321–312 220 ± 30 2.2 6.0 6.4 1.9 ± 0.3 0.9 ± 0.1
HLSJ 0918 202–111 38 ± 3 11.4 – – – –
SPT 0538 202–111 39 ± 2 – 40.3 – – –
local strong-AGN 202–111, 211–202, 321–312 – 3.8 6.4 6.7 1.1 ± 0.4 0.9 ± 0.3
local H ii+mild-AGN 202–111, 211–202, 321–312 – 5.8 9.2 10.8 1.4 ± 0.4 1.1 ± 0.3
Notes. The luminosity ratios between each H2O line and their total infrared, and the velocity-integrated flux density ratio of different H2O
transitions. Td is the cold-dust temperature taken from B13, except for the ones in brackets which are not listed B13, that we infer them from
single modified black-body dust SED fitting using the submm/mm photometry data listed in Table 2. All the errors quoted for Td are significantly
underestimated especially because they do not include possible effects of differential lensing and make the assumption of a single-temperature.
Line ratios in brackets are derived based on the average velocity-integrated flux density ratios between 211–202 and 202–111 lines in local infrared
galaxies. The local strong-AGN sources are the optically classified AGN-dominated galaxies and the local H ii+mild-AGN sources are star-
forming-dominated galaxies with possible mild AGN contribution (Y13). The first group of the sources are from this work; and the sources in the
second group are the previously published sources in O13; the third group contains the previously published high-redshift detections from other
works: HFLS3 (Riechers et al. 2013), APM 08279 (van der Werf et al. 2011), HLSJ 0918 (Combes et al. 2012; Rawle et al. 2014) and SPT 0538
(Bothwell et al. 2013); the last group shows the local averaged values from Y13.
flux at 75 and 101 µm. We may compare the global Td measured
from far-infrared and submm bands (B13). It includes both cold
and warm dust contribution to the dust SED in the rest-frame,
which is, however, dominated by cold dust observed in SPIRE
bands. It is thus not surprising that we find no strong corre-
lation between Td and IH2O(321–312)/IH2O(202–111) (r ∼ −0.3). The
Rayleigh-Jeans tail of the dust SED is dominated by cooler dust
which is associated with extended molecular gas and less con-
nected to the submm H2O excitation. As suggested in G14, it
is indeed the warmer dust (Twarm, as shown by the colour leg-
end in Fig. 5) dominating at the Wien side of the dust SED that
corresponds to the excitation of submm H2O lines.
To further explore the physical properties of the H2O gas
content and the far-infrared dust radiation related to the submm
H2O excitation, we need to model how we can infer key param-
eters, such as the H2O abundance and those determining the ra-
diation properties, from the observed H2O lines. For this pur-
pose, we use the far-infrared pumping H2O excitation model de-
scribed in G14 to fit the observed LH2O together with the corre-
sponding LIR, and derive the range of continuum optical depth
at 100 µm (τ100), warm dust temperature (Twarm), and H2O col-
umn density per unit of velocity interval (NH2O/∆V) in the five
sources with both J = 2 and J = 3 H2O emission detections.
Due to the insufficient number of the inputs in the model, which
are LH2O of the two H2O lines and LIR, we are only able to
perform the modelling by using the pure far-infrared pumping
regime. Nevertheless, our observed line ratio between J = 3
and J = 2 H2O lines suggests that far-infrared pumping is the
dominant excitation mechanism and the contribution from col-
lisional excitation is minor (G14). The ±1σ contours from χ2
fitting are shown in Fig. 5 for each warm dust temperature com-
ponent (Twarm = 35–115 K) per source. It is clear that with two
H2O lines (one J = 2 para-H2O and ortho-H2O(312–312)), we
will not be able to well constrain τ100 and NH2O/∆V . As shown
in the figure, for Twarm . 75 K, both very low and very high τ100
could fit the observation data together with high NH2O/∆V , while
the dust with Twarm & 95 K are likely favouring high τ100. In
the low continuum optical depth part in Fig. 5, as τ100 decreases,
the model needs to increase the value of NH2O/∆V to generate
sufficient LH2O to be able to fit the observed LH2O/LIR. This has
been observed in some local sources with low τ100, such as in
NGC 1068 and NGC 6240. There are no absorption features in
the far-infrared but submm H2O emission have been detected in
these sources (G14). The important feature of such sources is
the lack of J ≥ 4 H2O emission lines. Thus, the observation of
higher excitation of H2O will discriminate between the low and
high τ100 regimes.
Among these five sources, favoured key parameters are
somewhat different showing the range of properties we can
expect for such sources. Compared with the other four
Hy/ULIRGs, G09v1.97 is likely to have the lowest Twarm as only
dust with Twarm ∼ 45−55 K can fit well with the data. NCv1.143
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Fig. 5. Parameter space distribution of the H2O far-infrared pumping excitation modelling with observed para-H2O 202–111 or 211–202 and ortho-
H2O(321–312) in each panel. ±1σ contours are shown for each plot. Different colours with different line styles represent different temperature
components of the warm dust as shown in the legend. The explored warm dust temperature range is from 35 K to 115 K. The temperature contours
that are unable to fit the data are not shown in this figure. From the figure, we are able to constrain the τ100, Twarm and NH2O/∆V for the five sources.
However, there are strong degeneracies. Thus, we need additional information, such as the velocity-integrated flux densities of J ≥ 4 H2O lines,
to better constrain the physical parameters.
and NAv1.177 have slightly different diagnostic which yields
higher dust temperature as Twarm ∼ 45–75 K, while NBv1.78 and
G12v2.43 tend to have the highest temperature range, Twarm ∼
45–95 K. The values of Twarm are consistent with the fact that
H2O traces warm gas. We did not find any significant differ-
ences between the ranges of NH2O/∆V derived from the mod-
elling for these five sources, although G09v1.97 tends to have
lower NH2O/∆V (Table 7). As shown in Section 4.4, there is no
evidence of AGN domination in all our sources, the submm H2O
lines likely trace the warm dust component that connect to the
heavily obscured active star-forming activity. However, due to
the lack of photometry data on the Wien side of the dust SEDs,
we will not be able to compare the observed values of Twarm di-
rectly with the ones derived from the modelling.
By adopting the 100 µm dust mass absorption coefficient
from Draine (2003) of κ100 = 27.1 cm2 g−1, we can derive the dust
opacity by
τ100 = κ100 σdust = κ100
(Mdust
A
)
= κ100
 Mdust
2pir2half
 (2)
where σdust is the dust mass column density, Mdust is the dust
mass, A is the projected surface area of the dust continuum
source and rhalf is the half-light radius of the source at submm.
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As shown in Table 2, among the five sources in Fig. 5, the val-
ues of Mdust and rhalf in G09v1.97, NCv1.143 and NBv1.78 have
been derived via gravitational lensing (B13). Consequently, the
derived approximate dust optical depth at 100 µm in these three
sources is τ100 ≈ 1.8, 7.2 and 2.5, respectively. One should note
that, the large uncertainty in both the κ100 and rhalf of these
high-redshift galaxies can bring a factor of few error budget.
Nevertheless, by adopting a gas-to-dust mass ratio of X = 100
(e.g. Magdis et al. 2011), we can derive the gas depletion time
using the following approach,
tdep =
Mgas
SFR
=
Xτ100
ΣSFRκ100
≈ 1.8 × 104
 τ100ΣSFR
M yr−1 kpc−2
 Myr (3)
where Mgas is the total molecular gas mass and ΣSFR is the sur-
face SFR density derived from LIR using Kennicutt (1998) cali-
bration by assuming a Salpeter IMF (B13, and Table 2). The im-
plied depletion time scale is tdep ≈ 35–60 Myr with errors within
a factor of two, in which the dominant uncertainties are from
the assumed gas-to-dust mass ratio and the half-light radius. The
tdep is consistent with the values derived from dense gas trac-
ers, like HCN in local (U)LIRGs (e.g. Gao & Solomon 2004;
García-Burillo et al. 2012). As suggested in G14, the H2O and
HCN likely to be located in the same regions, indicate that the
H2O traces the dense gas as well. Thus, the τ100 derived above
is likely also tracing the far-infrared radiation source that pow-
ers the submm H2O emissions. B13 also has found that these
H-ATLAS high-redshift Hy/ULIRGs are expected to be opti-
cally thick in the far-infrared. By adding the constrain from τ100
above, we can better derive the physical conditions in the sources
as shown in Table 7.
Table 7. Parameters derived from far-infrared pumping model of H2O.
Source τ100 Twarm NH2O/∆V NH2O
(K) (cm−2 km−1 s) (cm−2)
G09v1.97 1.8 45–55 (0.3–0.6)×1015 (0.3–1.1)×1017
G12v2.43 – 45–95 & 0.7×1015 & 0.7×1017
NCv1.143 7.2 45–55 (2.0–20)×1015 (2.0–60)×1017
NAv1.177 – 45–75 & 1.0×1015 & 1.0×1017
NBv1.78 2.5 45–75 & 0.6×1015 & 0.6×1017
Notes. τ100 is derived from Eq. 2 with errors of a few units (see text),
while Twarm and NH2O/∆V are inferred from the H2O excitation model.
NH2O is calculated by taking a typical ∆V value range of 100–300 km s
−1
as suggested by G14.
From their modelling of local infrared galaxies, G14 find a
range of Twarm = 45–75 K, τ100 = 0.05–0.2 and NH2O/∆V =
(0.5–2) × 1015 cm−2 km−1 s. The modelling results for our
high-redshift sources are consistent with those in local galaxies
in terms of Twarm and NH2O/∆V . However, the values of τ100 we
found at high-redshift are higher than those of the local infrared
galaxies. This is consistent with the higher ratio between LH2O
and LIR at high-redshift (Y13) which could be explained by
higher τ100 (G14). However, as demonstrated in an extreme sam-
ple, a very large velocity dispersion will also increase the value
of LH2O/LIR within the sources with τ100 > 1. Thus, the higher
ratio can also be explained by larger velocity dispersion (not
including systemic rotations) in the high-redshift Hy/ULIRGs.
Compared with local ULIRGs, our H-ATLAS sources are much
more powerful in terms of their LIR. The dense warm gas re-
gions that H2O traces are highly obscured with much more pow-
erful far-infrared radiation fields, which possibly are close to the
limit of maximum starbursts. Given the values of dust tempera-
ture and dust opacity, the radiation pressure Prad ∼ τ100σTd/c (σ
is Stefan-Boltzmann′s constant and c the speed of light) of our
sources is about 0.8 × 10−7 erg cm−3. If we assume a H2 density
nH2 of ∼ 106 cm −3 and take Tk ∼ 150 K as suggested in G14, the
thermal pressure Pth ∼ nH2kBTk ∼ 2 × 10−8 erg cm−3 (kB is the
Boltzmann constant and Tk is the gas temperature). Assuming a
turbulent velocity dispersion of σv ∼ 20–50 km s−1 (Bournaud
et al. 2015) and taking molecular gas mass density ρ ∼ 2µnH2
(2µ is the average molecular mass) would yield for the turbulent
pressure Pturb ∼ ρσ2v/3 ∼ 4×10−6 erg cm−3. This might be about
an order of magnitude larger than Prad and two orders of magni-
tude larger than Pth, but we should note that all values are very
uncertain, especially Pturb which could be uncertain by, at max-
imum, a factor of a few tens. Therefore, keeping in mind their
large uncertainties, turbulence and/or radiation are likely to play
an important role in limiting the star formation.
4.3. Comparison between H2O and CO
The velocity-integrated flux density ratio between submm H2O
and submm CO lines with comparable frequencies is 0.02–0.03
in local PDRs such as Orion and M 82 (Weiß et al. 2010). But
this ratio in local ULIRGs (Y13) and in H-ATLAS high-redshift
Hy/ULIRGs is much higher, from 0.4 to 1.1 (Table 3 and 4). The
former case is dominated by typical PDRs, where CO lines are
much stronger than H2O lines, while the latter sources shows
clearly a different excitation regime, in which H2O traces the
central core of warm, dense and dusty molecular gas which is
about a few hundred parsec (González-Alfonso et al. 2010) in di-
ameter in local ULIRGs and highly obscured even at far-infrared.
Generally, submm H2O lines are dominated by far-infrared
pumping that traces strong far-infrared dust continuum emission,
which is different from the regime of molecular gas traced by
collisional excited CO lines. In the active star-forming nucleus
of the infrared-bright galaxies, the far-infrared pumped H2O is
expected to trace directly the far-infrared radiation generated by
the intense star formation, which can be well correlated with the
high-J CO lines (Liu et al. 2015). Thus there is likely to be a
correlation between the submm H2O and CO emission. From
our previous observations, most of the H2O and CO line pro-
files are quite similar from the same source in our high-redshift
lensed Hy/ULIRGs sample (Fig. 2 of O13). In the present work,
we again find similar profiles between H2O and CO in terms of
their FWHM with an extended sample (Table 3 and 4). In both
cases the FWHMs of H2O and CO are generally equal within
typical 1.5σ errors (see special discussion for each source in
Appendix A).
As the gravitational lensing magnification factor is sensitive
to spatial alignment, the similar line profiles could thus sug-
gest similar spatial distributions of the two gas tracers. However,
there are a few exceptional sources, such as SDP 81 (ALMA
Partnership, Vlahakis et al. 2015) and HLSJ0918 (Rawle et al.
2014). In both cases, the H2O lines are lacking the blue velocity
component found in the CO line profiles. Quite different from the
rest sources, in SDP 81 and HLSJ0918, the CO line profiles are
complicated with multiple velocity components. Moreover, the
velocity-integrated flux density ratios between these CO com-
ponents may vary following the excitation level (different Jup).
Thus, it is important to analyse the relation between different CO
excitation components (from low-J to high-J) and H2O. Also,
high resolution observation is needed to resolve the multiple spa-
tial gas components and compare the CO emission with H2O and
dust continuum emission within each component.
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4.4. AGN content
It is still not clear how a strong AGN could affect the excita-
tion of submm H2O in both local ULIRGs and high-redshift
Hy/ULIRGs. Nevertheless, there are some individual studies ad-
dressing this question. For example, in APM 08279, van der
Werf et al. (2011) found that AGN is the main power source
that excites the high-J H2O lines and also enriches the gas-
phase H2O abundance. Similar conclusion has also been drawn
by González-Alfonso et al. (2010) that in Mrk 231 the AGN ac-
counts for at least 50 % contribution to the far-infrared radiation
that excites H2O. From the systematic study of local sources
(Y13), slightly lower values of LH2O/LIR are found in strong-
AGN-dominated sources. In the present work, the decreasing
ratio of LH2O/LIR with AGN is clearly shown in Fig. 3 where
Mrk 231, G09v1.124-W and APM 08279 are below the correla-
tion by factors between 2 and 5 with less than 30% uncertainties
(except the H2O(321–123) line of Mrk 231).
In the far-infrared pumping regime, the buried AGN will pro-
vide a strong far-infrared radiation source that will pump the
H2O lines. However, the very warm dust powered by the AGN
will increase the value of LIR faster than the number of ≥ 75 µm
photons that is dominating the excitation of J ≤ 3 H2O lines
(e.g. Kirkpatrick et al. 2015). If we assume that the strength
of the H2O emission is proportional to the number of pumping
photons, then in the strong-AGN-dominated sources, the ratio
of LH2O/LIR will decrease since much warmer dust is present.
Moreover, strong radiation from the AGN could dissociate the
H2O molecules.
To evaluate the AGN contribution to the H-ATLAS sources,
we extracted the 1.4 GHz radio flux from the FIRST radio sur-
vey (Becker et al. 1995) listed in Table 2. By comparing the
far-infrared and radio emission using the q parameter (Condon
1992), q ≡ log(LFIR/3.75 × 1012 W) − log(L1.4 GHz/1 W Hz−1),
we derive values of q from 1.9 to 2.5 in our sources. These val-
ues follow the value 2.3± 0.1 found by Yun et al. (2001) for non
strong-radio AGN. This may suggest that there is also no signif-
icant indication of a high radio contribution from AGN. This
is also confirmed by the Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer
(WISE, Wright et al. 2010), which does not detect our sources at
12 µm and 22 µm. However, rest-frame optical spectral observa-
tions show that G09v1.124-W is rather a powerful AGN (Oteo et
al, in prep.), which is the only identified AGN-dominated source
in our sample.
5. Detection of H2O+ emission lines
H2O can be formed through both solid-state and gas-phase
chemical reactions (van Dishoeck et al. 2013). On dust-grain
mantles, surface chemistry dominates the formation of H2O
molecules. Then they can be released into the interstellar
medium (ISM) gas through sublimation. In the gas phase, H2O
can be produced through two routes: the neutral-neutral reaction,
usually related to shocks, creates H2O via O + H2 −−→ OH +
H; OH + H2 −−→ H2O + H at high temperature (& 300 K). At
lower temperature (. 100 K), the ion-neutral reactions in photon-
dominated regions (PDRs), cosmic-ray-dominated regions and
X-ray-dominated regions (e.g. Meijerink & Spaans 2005) gener-
ate H2O from O, H+, H+3 and H2, with intermediates such as O
+,
OH+, H2O+ and H3O+, and finally H3O
+ +e −−→ H2O+H. How-
ever, classical PDRs are not likely linked to these highly excited
submm H2O emissions (Y13). Therefore, H2O+ lines are impor-
tant for distinguishing between shock- or ion-chemistry origin
for H2O in the early Universe, indicating the type of physical
regions in these galaxies: shock-dominated regions, cosmic-ray-
dominated regions or X-ray-dominated regions. Indeed, they can
be among the most direct tracers of the cosmic-ray or/and X-
ray ionization rate (e.g. Gérin et al. 2010; Neufeld et al. 2010;
González-Alfonso et al. 2013) of the ISM, which regulates the
chemistry and influences many key parameters, for example, X-
factor (Bell et al. 2007) that connects the CO luminosity to the
H2 mass. Moreover, the significant detections of H2O+ emission
in high-redshift Hy/ULIRGs could help us understanding H2O
formation in the early Universe.
When observing our sources with redshift z & 3.3, it is
possible to cover all the following lines with the NOEMA
WideX bandwidth: para-H2O(211–202) at 752 GHz and four
ortho-H2O+ lines (two intertwined fine structure doublets of two
different lines whose frequencies almost coincide by chance):
202–111 (5/2−3/2) at 742.1 GHz, 211–202 (5/2−3/2) at 742.3 GHz,
202–111 (3/2−3/2) at 746.3 GHz and 211–202 (5/2−5/2) at 746.5 GHz,
in the 3.6 GHz band simultaneously (the rest-frame frequen-
cies are taken from the CDMS catalogue: http://www.astro.
uni-koeln.de/cdms, see energy level diagram of H2O+ in
Fig. 1 and the full spectra in Fig. 6). Additionally, within this
range, we can also cover the H182 O(211–202) line at 745.3 GHz.
There are three sources of our sample that have been observed
in such a frequency setup: NCv1.143, NCv1.268 and G09v1.97.
We have also included the source G15v2.779 from our previous
observation (O13), in which we have covered both H2O(211–202)
at 752 GHz and H2O+ lines around 746 GHz. We have detected
both main lines of H2O+ in NCv1.143, and tentatively detected
one line in G09v1.97 and G15v2.779 (Fig. 6). For NCv1.268,
due to the large noise level and the complex line profile, we were
not able to really identify any H2O+ line detection.
Table 8. Observed ortho-H2O+ fine structure line parameters of the
high-redshift H-ATLAS lensed HyLIRGs.
Source H2O+ transition νrest νline IH2O+
(GHz) (GHz) (Jy km s−1)
NCv1.143 211–202 (5/2−5/2) 746.5 163.53 1.6 ± 0.5
202–111 (3/2−3/2) 746.3 163.48 0.2 ± 0.5
211–202 (5/2−3/2) 742.3 162.61 0.3 ± 0.4
202–111 (5/2−3/2) 742.1 162.56 1.6 ± 0.4
G09v1.97 202–111 (5/2−3/2) 742.1 160.14 1.4 ± 0.4
G15v2.779 211–202 (5/2−5/2) 746.5 142.35 1.2 ± 0.3
Notes. The H2O+ (202–111) (5/2−3/2) line in G09v1.97 is blended by
(211–202) (5/2−3/2), and H2O+ (211–202) (5/2−5/2) line in G15v2.779 is
blended by (202–111) (3/2−3/2). However, the contribution from the lat-
ter in each case is small, likely less than 20 % as shown in the case
of the H2O+ lines in NCv1.143. Note that the quoted uncertainties do
not include the missing parts of the spectra cut by the limited observed
bandwidth (Fig. 6).
As shown in Fig. 6, in NCv1.143, the dominant H2O+ fine
structure lines 211–202 (5/2−5/2) at 746.5 GHz and 202–111 (5/2−3/2)
at 742.1 GHz are well detected. The velocity-integrated flux den-
sities of the two lines from a two-Gaussian fit are 1.9 ± 0.3
and 1.6 ± 0.2 Jy km s−1, respectively. These are the approxi-
mate velocity-integrated flux densities of the dominant H2O+
lines 211–202 (5/2−5/2) and 202–111 (5/2−3/2) if neglecting the mi-
nor contributions from H2O+ lines 202–111 (3/2−3/2) at 746.2 GHz
and 211–202 (5/2−3/2) at 742.3 GHz. However, the H2O+ line pro-
file at 746.5 GHz is slightly wider than the H2O line (Fig. 6),
probably due to a contribution from the fairly weak fine struc-
ture line H2O+(202–111) (3/2−3/2) at 746.3 GHz. The ratio be-
tween total velocity-integrated flux density of the H2O+ lines
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Fig. 6. Left panel: from top to bottom are the full NOEMA spectrum at νrest ∼ 750 GHz of NCv1.143, G09v1.97 and G15v2.779, respec-
tively. The reference frequency is the redshifted frequency of the line H2O(211–202). The frequencies of the main H2O+(211–202) (5/2−5/2) and
H2O+(202–111) (5/2−3/2) lines are indicated by grey vertical dashed lines. The three dashed squares in the spectrum of NCv1.143 show the position of
each zoom-in spectrum of the H2O+ (or the H182 O) as displayed in the right panel indicated by the A, B or C. The superposed blue dashed histograms
represents the spectra of H2O(211–202) centred at the frequencies of the H2O+ lines. Note that, in many cases, the observed frequency ranges (yel-
low histograms) do not include the full expected profiles for the H2O+ lines. The red curve represents the Gaussian fitting to the spectra. We have
detected both H2O+ lines in NCv1.143, and tentatively detected H2O+(202–111) (5/2−3/2) in G09v1.97 and H2O+(211–202) (5/2−5/2) in G15v2.779.
Right panel: from top to bottom are the spectra dominated by lines of H2O+(211–202) (5/2−5/2), H2O+(202–111) (3/2−3/2) and H182 O(211–202), respec-
tively, displayed as the filled yellow histograms. The reference frequency is the frequency of each of these lines. Weaker H2O+(202–111) (3/2−3/2)
and H2O+(211–202) (5/2−3/2) components are indicated by additional grey vertical dashed lines. The superposed blue dashed histograms represent
the spectra of para-H2O(211–202) in NCv1.143 centred at each line frequency. The red curve represents the Gaussian fitting to the spectra, and the
green dashed curves are the decomposed Gaussian profiles for each fine structure line. The violet error bar indicates the ± 1σ uncertainties of the
spectrum.
and H2O(211–202) is 0.60 ± 0.07 (roughly 0.3 for each dominant
H2O+ line), being consistent with the average value from the
local infrared galaxies (Y13)3. In order to derive the velocity-
integrated flux density of each fine structure doublets around
742 and 746 GHz, we have also performed a four-Gaussian fit
with fixed line positions (equal to νrest/(1 + z)) and linewidth
(equals to that of H2O(211–202)). We find the velocity-integrated
flux densities of the two fine structure lines of H2O+(211–202) are
1.6±0.5 and 0.3±0.4 Jy/km s−1, while they are 1.6±0.4 and 0.2±
0.5 Jy/km s−1 for the two fine structure lines of H2O+(202–111)
(Table 8). We should note that these fitting results have much
3 As suggested by González-Alfonso et al. (2013), due to the
very limited spectral resolution of Herschel/SPIRE FTS, the ortho-
H2O+(202–111) (3/2−3/2) line at 746.5 GHz quoted in Y13 is actually dom-
inated by ortho-H2O+(211–202) (5/2−5/2), considering their likely excita-
tion and relative strength.
larger uncertainties due to the blending. Nevertheless, they are
consistent with the earlier fitting results without de-blending.
The similarity of the velocity-integrated flux densities between
the H2O+(202–111) and H2O+(211–202) lines is in good agree-
ment with the regime of far-infrared pumping as submm H2O
(González-Alfonso et al. 2013). As a first approximation, if these
H2O+ lines are optically thin and we ignore the additional pump-
ing from ortho-H2O+ 202 to ortho-H2O+ J = 3 energy levels, the
statistical equilibrium applied to energy level 202 5/2 implies that
all population arriving per second at 202 5/2 should be equal to all
population leaving the level per second.
After subtracting the Gaussian profiles of all the H2O+
lines in the spectrum, we find a 3σ residual in terms of
the velocity-integrated flux density around 745.3 GHz (I =
0.6 ± 0.2 Jy km s−1, see Fig.6). This could be a tentative detec-
tion of the H182 O(211–202) line at 745.320 GHz. The velocity-
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integrated flux density ratio of H182 O(211–202) over H2O(211–202)
in NCv1.143 would hence be ∼ 0.1. If this tentative detection
was confirmed, it would show that ALMA could easily study
such lines. But sophisticated models will be needed to infer iso-
tope ratios.
The spectrum of the H2O(211–202) line in G09v1.97 cov-
ers both the two main H2O+ fine structure lines (Fig 6). How-
ever, due to the limited sensitivity, we have only tentatively de-
tected the H2O+(202–111) (5/2−3/2) line just above 3σ (neglect-
ing the minor contribution from H2O+(211–202) (5/2−3/2)), and the
velocity-integrated flux density is 1.4±0.4 Jy km s−1 using a sin-
gle Gaussian fit. We did not perform any line de-blending for
this source considering the data quality. The H2O+ line profile is
in good agreement with that of the H2O (blue dashed histogram
in Fig. 7). The velocity-integrated flux density of the undetected
H2O+(211–202) (5/2−5/2) line could also be close to this value as
discussed in the case of NCv1.143, yet somewhat lower and
not detected in this source. More sensitive observation should
be conducted to further derive robust line parameters.
We have also tentatively detected the H2O+(211–202) (5/2−5/2)
line in G15v2.779 (S/N ∼ 4 by neglecting the minor contri-
bution from the H2O+(202–111) (3/2−3/2) line). The line profile is
in good agreement with that of H2O(211–202) (blue dashed his-
togram in Fig. 6). The velocity-integrated flux density derived
from a double-peak Gaussian fit is 1.2 ± 0.3 Jy km s−1 (we did
not perform any line de-blending for the H2O+ doublet consider-
ing the spectral noise level). There could be a minor contribution
from the H2O+(202–111) (3/2−3/2) line to the velocity-integrated
flux density. However, such a contribution is likely to be negli-
gible as in the case of NCv1.143. The contribution is also within
the uncertainty of the velocity-integrated flux density. Neverthe-
less, the position of H2O+ has a small blue-shift compared with
H2O, but note that the blue part of the line is cut by the limited
observed bandwidth (yellow histogram).
Fig. 7. Correlation between the luminosity of J = 2 ortho-H2O+ and
para-H2O(211–202). The fitted function is LH2O+ ∝ LH2Oα. We found a
very good correlation between LH2O+ and LH2O with a slope close to
one. Black points are from the local ULIRGs as listed in Table B.1. Dark
blue ones are high-redshift starbursts from this work. Black solid lines
indicate the χ2 fitting results while the grey dashed lines and the grey
annotations represent the average ratio between the LH2O+ and LH2O.
After including the local detections of H2O+ lines from
Y13 (Table B.1), we find a tight linear correlation between the
luminosity of H2O and the two main lines of H2O+ (slopes
equal to 1.03 ± 0.06 and 0.91 ± 0.07, see Fig. 7). However,
one should keep in mind that, because the local measure-
ment done by Herschel SPIRE/FTS (Naylor et al. 2010) has
rather low spectral resolution, neither H2O+(211–202) (5/2−3/2)
and H2O+(202–111) (5/2−3/2), nor H2O+(211–202) (5/2−5/2) and
H2O+(202–111) (3/2−3/2) can be spectroscopically resolved. In the
correlation plot (Fig. 7) and Table B.1, we use the total luminos-
ity from the 742 GHz and 746 GHz lines, by assuming the contri-
bution from H2O+(211–202) (5/2−3/2) and H2O+(202–111) (3/2−3/2)
to the velocity-integrated flux density of the line at 742 GHz and
746 GHz is small (∼ 18 %) and does not vary significantly be-
tween different sources. Hence, the velocity-integrated flux den-
sity ratio between each of the two dominant H2O+ fine structure
lines and H2O in NCv1.143, G15v2.779 and G09v1.97 is ∼ 0.3
(uncertainties are less than 30%), which is consistent with local
galaxies as shown in the figure. This ratio is much larger than
the abundance ratio of H2O+/H2O∼ 0.05 found in Arp 220, an
analogue of high-redshift ULIRGs (Rangwala et al. 2011).
As discussed above, the AGN contribution to the excitation
of the submm lines of most of our sources appears to be minor.
Thus, the formation of H2O+ is likely dominated by cosmic-ray
ionization, rather than X-ray ionization. Given the average lu-
minosity ratio of H2O+/H2O ∼ 0.3 ± 0.1 shown in Fig. 7, Mei-
jerink et al. (2011) suggest a cosmic-ray ionization rate of 10−14–
10−13 s−1. Such high cosmic-ray ionization rates drive the ambi-
ent ionization degree of the ISM to 10−3–10−2, rather than the
canonical 10−4. Therefore, in the gas phase, an ion-neutral route
likely dominates the formation of H2O. However, H2O can also
be enriched through the water-ice sublimation that releases H2O
into the gas-phase ISM. As the upper part, ∼ 90 K, of the possi-
ble range for Twarm is close to the sublimation temperature of wa-
ter ice. Hence, the high H2O abundance (NH2O ' 0.3×1017 cm−2,
see Section 4.2) observed is likely to be the result of ion chem-
istry dominated by high cosmic-ray ionization and/or perhaps
water ice desorption. However, further observation of H2O+ lines
of different transitions and a larger sample is needed to constrain
the contribution to H2O formation from neutral-neutral reactions
dominated by shocks.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, we report a survey of submm H2O emission at red-
shift z ∼ 2–4, by observing a higher excited ortho-H2O(321–312)
in 6 sources and several complementary J = 2 para-H2O emis-
sion lines in the warm dense cores of 11 high-redshift lensed ex-
treme starburst galaxies (Hy/ULIRGs) discovered by H-ATLAS.
So far, we have detected an H2O line in most of our observa-
tions of a total sample of 17 high-redshift lensed galaxies, in
other words, we have detected both J = 2 para-H2O and J = 3
ortho-H2O lines in five, and in ten other sources only one J = 2
para-H2O line. In these high-redshift Hy/ULIRGs, H2O is the
second strongest molecular emitter after CO within the submm
band, as in local ULIRGs. The spatially integrated H2O emis-
sion lines have a velocity-integrated flux density ranging from
4 to 15 Jy km s−1, which yields the apparent H2O emission lumi-
nosity, µLH2O ranging from ∼ 6–22×108 L. After correction for
gravitation lensing magnification, we obtained the intrinsic LH2O
for para-H2O lines 202–111, 211–202 and ortho-H2O(321–312).
The luminosities of the three H2O lines increase with LIR as
LH2O ∝ LIR1.1–1.2. This correlation indicates the importance of
far-infrared pumping as a dominant mechanism of H2O excita-
tion. Comparing with J = 3 to J = 6 CO lines, the linewidths
between H2O and CO are similar, and the velocity-integrated
flux densities of H2O and CO are comparable. The similarity in
line profiles suggests that these two molecular species possibly
trace similar intense star-forming regions.
Using the far-infrared pumping model, we have analysed the
ratios between J = 2 and J = 3 H2O lines and LH2O/LIR in 5
sources with both J H2O lines detected. We have derived the
ranges of the warm dust temperature (Twarm), the H2O column
density per unit velocity interval (NH2O/∆V) and the optical depth
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at 100 µm (τ100). Although there are strong degeneracies, these
modelling efforts confirm that, similar to those of local ULIRGs,
these submm H2O emissions in high-redshift Hy/ULIRGs trace
the warm dense gas that is tightly correlated with the massive
star forming activity. While the values of Twarm and NH2O (by
assuming that they have similar velocity dispersion ∆V) are sim-
ilar to the local ones, τ100 in the high-redshift Hy/ULIRGs is
likely to be greater than 1 (optically thick), which is larger than
τ100 = 0.05–0.2 found in the local infrared galaxies. However,
we notice that the parameter space is still not well constrained in
our sources through H2O excitation modelling. Due to the lim-
ited excitation levels of the detected H2O lines, we are only able
to perform the modelling with pure far-infrared pumping.
The detection of relatively strong H2O+ lines opens the pos-
sibility to help understanding the formation of such large amount
of H2O. In these high-redshift Hy/ULIRGs, the H2O formation
is likely to be dominated by ion-neutral reactions powered by
cosmic-ray-dominated regions. The velocity-integrated flux den-
sity ratio between H2O+ and H2O (IH2O+/IH2O ∼ 0.3), is remark-
ably constant from low to high-redshift, reflecting similar con-
ditions in Hy/ULIRGs. However, more observations of H2O+
emission/absorption and also OH+ lines are needed to further
constrain the physical parameters of the cosmic-ray-dominated
regions and the ionization rate in those regions.
We have demonstrated that the submm H2O emission lines
are strong and easily detectable with NOEMA. Being a unique
diagnostic, the H2O emission offers us a new approach to con-
strain the physical conditions in the intense and heavily ob-
scured star-forming regions dominated by far-infrared radiation
at high-redshift. Follow-up observations of other gas tracers, for
instance, CO, HCN, H2O+ and OH+ using the NOEMA, IRAM
30m and JVLA will complement the H2O diagnostic of the struc-
ture of different components, dominant physical processes, star
formation and chemistry in high-redshift Hy/ULIRGs.
With unprecedented spatial resolution and sensitivity, the
image from the ALMA long baseline campaign observation of
SDP 81 (also known as H-ATLAS J090311.6+003906, ALMA
Partnership, Vlahakis et al. 2015; Dye et al. 2015; Rybak et al.
2015), shows the resolved structure of the dust, CO and H2O
emission in the z = 3 ULIRG. With careful reconstruction of
the source plane images, ALMA will help to resolve the submm
H2O emission in high-redshift galaxies into the scale of giant
molecular clouds, and provide a fresh view of detailed physics
and chemistry in the early Universe.
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Appendix A: Individual sources
In the appendix, we describe the observational results of each
source, including the lensing model, the H2O spectrum, map-
ping of the H2O and continuum emission (by showing low-
resolution NOEMA H2O and continuum images), the ratio be-
tween velocity-integrated flux densities of different H2O transi-
tions, and the comparison between H2O and CO emission.
Appendix A.1: G09v1.97 at z = 3.634
The galaxy G09v1.97 has the second largest redshift in our sam-
ple obtained by CARMA (Riechers et al., in prep.). In the SMA
880 µm image (B13), similar to SDP81 (ALMA Partnership,
Vlahakis et al. 2015; Dye et al. 2015), it displays a triple arc
structure with an angular size scale of ∼ 2 ′′. However, there are
two foreground deflectors at two different redshifts, making this
complex mass distribution a very unusual case. B13 estimate a
lensing amplification µ = 6.9 ± 0.6.
We have observed both para-H2O(211–202) and ortho-
H2O(321–312) lines at 162 GHz and 251 GHz, respectively. The
source is clearly unresolved at 162 GHz, but marginally resolved
at 251 GHz as displayed in Fig. A.1. The ratio between the
peak and the spatially integrated flux density of the continuum
(S ν(ct)pk/S ν(ct)) is 0.95 ± 0.03 and 0.60 ± 0.01 at 162 GHz and
251 GHz, respectively. The H2O emission line peak to spatially
integrated flux density ratio (S pkH2O/SH2O) for J = 2 and J = 3 are
1.0 ± 0.2 and 0.5 ± 0.2, respectively. Therefore, the spatial con-
centrations of H2O and continuum image are in good agreement
within the uncertainties.
Both the continuum and the H2O lines are well detected in
this source. The two H2O lines are well fitted by single Gaussian
profiles with similar linewidths (257 ± 27 and 234 ± 34 km s−1,
Fig. 2 and Table 4). The difference in linewidth (23 km s−1) is
smaller than the errors of the linewidth. Therefore, there is no
significant difference between the spectra of the two transitions.
The ratio between IH2O(321–312) and IH2O(211–202) is 0.91 ± 0.12,
which is the lowest of our five detected sources in both lines.
However, this ratio remains consistent with the observations of
local galaxies (Y13, and Fig. 4), by taking the uncertainty into
account.
From our CO line observations we find a line FWHM of
∆VCO = 224 ± 32 and 292 ± 86 km s−1 for the CO(5–4) and
CO(6–5) lines, respectively, which are within 1σ to the H2O
FWHMs. The observed ratio of IH2O/ICO for both the CO(5–4)
and CO(6–5) lines, is about 0.4 with less than 25% uncertainty.
We have tentatively detected an H2O+ line in this source as
well (see Section 5).
Appendix A.2: G12v2.43 at z = 3.127
The source is marginally resolved in the SMA 880 µm image
(Figure 2 of B13), with a size ∼ 1.5 ′′, but there is no obvi-
ous strongly lensed structures such as multiple images. It is not
yet possible to build a lensing model for this source because the
search for a deflector by B13 has been unsuccessful.
Both para-H2O(202–111) and ortho-H2O(321–312) lines are
well detected, as shown in Fig. A.1, and the source is unresolved,
consistent with the SMA image. The ratios of S ν(ct)pk/S ν(ct) for
239 GHz and 282 GHz are 0.71 ± 0.02 and 0.87 ± 0.01, respec-
tively, while the S pkH2O/SH2O for H2O(202–111) and H2O(321–312)
are 0.6 ± 0.2 and 1.0 ± 0.2, respectively.
The two H2O lines are both well fitted by a single Gaussian
profile. The FWHMs are 201± 27 and 221± 20 km s−1 for para-
H2O(202–111) and ortho-H2O(321–312), respectively. The differ-
ence is within the 1σ uncertainty.
The velocity-integrated flux density ratio of high-lying over
low-lying H2O line of this source, IH2O(321–312)/IH2O(202–111) = 1.2±
0.2, which is slightly lower than that of Arp 220 as shown in
Fig. 4. The linewidths of the H2O lines (201 ± 27 and 221 ±
20 km s−1) are the narrowest ones among our sources. The values
are also very close to the CO(1–0) linewidth (210 ± 30 km s−1,
Harris et al. 2012). Their similarity indicates that there is not
likely any strong differential lensing effect between the CO and
H2O emissions in this case.
Appendix A.3: NCv1.143 at z = 3.565
Having a redshift of z = 3.565 from CO observation by CARMA
(Riechers et al., in prep.), this source is one of the brightest (at
submm) in our sample. It is resolved by the SMA 880 µm beam
(B13) with a size ∼ 2 ′′, featured by two components at the north-
east and southwest directions. With a single deflector, the lensing
model estimates a magnification factor of µ = 6.9 ± 0.6.
As displayed in Fig. A.1, both the lines and the continuum
are very strong and well detected. The ratio S ν(ct)pk/S ν(ct) =
0.86 ± 0.02 shows that the source is unresolved at 165 GHz
(for observing para-H2O line 211–202). At 255 GHz, the ratios
S ν(ct)pk/S ν(ct) = 0.55 ± 0.01 and S pkH2O/SH2O = 0.7 ± 0.2 in-
dicate that the source is partially resolved, consistent with the
SMA result.
Both the H2O(202–111) and H2O(321–312) lines can be fitted
by single Gaussian profiles. The ratio of IH2O(321–312)/IH2O(211–202)
is 1.36 ± 0.13, close to the mean ratio found in the nearby star-
forming-dominated galaxies (Y13, and Fig. 4). The linewidths
of H2O(211–202) and H2O(321–312) are 293 ± 15 and 233 ±
22 km s−1, respectively. Although the former is larger, they
are compatible within an uncertainty of 1.6σ. Also, the H2O
linewidth agrees well with the CO(5–4) and CO(6–5) linewidths
(273±27 and 284±27 km s−1, see Table 3). Therefore, the line ra-
tios are unlikely to be affected by differential magnification. The
observed ratio of IH2O/ICO is 0.4–0.5 and 0.6–0.7 (uncertainties
are within 13%) for the J = 2 para-H2O and J = 3 ortho-H2O,
respectively.
We have also detected ortho-H2O+(211–202) and ortho-
H2O+(202–111) fine structure lines together with para-
H2O(211–202) in this source. The further discussion of the
H2O+ spectra and its interpretation are given in Section 5.
Appendix A.4: NAv1.195 at z = 2.951
As quoted in B13, the redshift of this source was first obtained by
the CO observation (Harris et al., in prep.). Its SMA image shows
a typical lensed feature with two components separated by ∼ 2 ′′
along the northwest and southeast direction. The lensing model
suggests a modest magnification factor µ = 4.1 ± 0.3.
We have robust detections of H2O(202–111) and the contin-
uum emission at 250 GHz and 293 GHz (Fig. A.1). However, the
H2O(321–312) line is not detected (Fig. 2), at odds with the other
five sources. Therefore, we only show the image of the dust
continuum emission at this frequency in Fig. A.1. The source
is clearly resolved into two components in the three images,
and the northwest component is about 4 times stronger than the
southeast one in the continuum images, in agreement with the
SMA image (B13). For the continuum at 250 GHz, the peak to
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Fig. A.1a. Mapping of the H2O emission lines and the corresponding continuum emission (frequencies have been shown accordingly in the
white text) in the sources with both para J = 2 and ortho J = 3 H2O lines observed. The contours of the continuum emission start from
6σ in step of 10σ, and the contours of the H2O emission start from 3σ in step of 1σ. Asymmetric negative contours are shown in white
dashed lines. For each observation, the 1σ contours for the continuum (mJy beam−1) and the H2O emission line (Jy km s−1 beam−1) are as fol-
lows: G09v1.97 H2O(211–202) (0.17/0.57), G09v1.97 H2O(321–312) (0.25/0.38), G12v2.43 H2O(202–111) (0.29/0.48), G12v2.43 H2O(321–312)
(0.30/0.53), NCv1.143 H2O(211–202) (0.16/0.36) and NCv1.143 H2O(321–312) (0.42/0.72).
total integrated flux density ratio S ν(ct)pk/S ν(ct) = 0.54 ± 0.02,
and for H2O(202–111), the ratio S
pk
H2O
/SH2O equals to 0.6 ± 0.3.
Therefore, the spatial distributions of dust and the H2O emis-
sion are likely to be similar in this source. In the observation at
293 GHz, S ν(ct)pk/S ν(ct) = 0.42±0.01, due to a smaller synthe-
sis beam (Table 1).
Fig. 2 shows the spectra corresponding to the two ob-
servations of NAv1.195. The H2O(202–111) line can be fit-
ted by a single Gaussian profile, with a linewidth equal to
328 ± 51 km s−1. We have not detected the higher excita-
tion H2O(321–312) line as mentioned above. By assuming the
same linewidth as the lower−J H2O line, we can infer a
2σ detection limit of 2.56 Jy km s−1. This yields a ratio of
H2O(321–312)/H2O(202–111) . 0.6. This value is significantly
lower than that in the five other sources where it ranges from 0.75
to 1.60 (errors are within 25%), but it remains close to the low-
est values measured in local galaxies (Y13) as shown in Table 6
and Fig. 4. This low ratio of H2O lines probably originates from
different excitation conditions, especially for the far-infrared ra-
diation field, since the line H2O(321–312) is mainly populated
through far-infrared pumping via absorbing 75 µm photons (see
Section 5). The CO(5–4) line of the source has a linewidth of
281 ± 16 km s−1, which is comparable with the H2O line profile.
The observed ratio of IH2O/ICO (CO(5–4)) is ≤ 0.4.
Appendix A.5: NAv1.177 at z = 2.778
NOEMA observation of the CO line in this source gives a red-
shift of z= 2.778 (Krips et al., in prep.). The SMA 880 µm image
shows a compact structure with two peaks ∼ 1 ′′ away along the
eastwest direction, and the western component is the dominant
one (Figure 2 of B13). However, due to the absence of deflector
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Fig. A.1b. (See Fig. A.1a caption.) For each observation, the 1σ contour for the continuum (mJy beam−1) and the H2O emission line
(Jy km s−1 beam−1) are as follows: NCv1.195 H2O(202–111) (0.34/0.51), NCv1.195 H2O(321–312) (0.48/–), NAv1.177 H2O(202–111) (0.58/0.65),
NAv1.177 H2O(321–312) (0.38/0.58), NBv1.78 H2O(202–111) (0.28/0.30), NBv1.78 H2O(321–312) (0.21/0.29).
in the foreground optical image from SDSS and lack of the deep
optical and near-infrared images, the lensing properties are still
unknown (B13).
As displayed in Fig. A.1, both the lines of H2O(202–111)
and H2O(321–312) and the corresponding dust continuum are
well detected. The ratios S ν(ct)pk/S ν(ct) are 0.75 ± 0.02 and
0.62 ± 0.01 for observation at 261 GHz and 308 GHz, respec-
tively. One should notice that the direction of the synthesised
beam is perpendicular to the alignment of the two components
in the image, thus the source is marginally resolved in the
H2O(202–111) and the corresponding dust continuum images.
For the H2O(321–312) observation at higher frequency, we can
see the partially resolved feature. The peak to total flux ratios
of H2O are S
pk
H2O
/SH2O ∼ 0.8 ± 0.3 and 0.6 ± 0.1 for the the
H2O(202–111) and H2O(321–312) lines, respectively, indicating
similar spatial distribution compared with the dust emission.
The H2O spectra displayed in Fig. 2 show single Gaussian
profiles with FWHM = 241± 41 and 272± 24 km s−1 (Table 4).
The profiles of the two H2O lines are similar within the uncer-
tainties. The line ratio, IH2O(321–312)/IH2O(202–111) = 1.34±0.24. This
value is close to that found in Arp 220 and it is the largest ratio
in our sample. We have also detected the CO(3–2) and CO(5–4)
lines using the IRAM 30m telescope in this source (Table 3), the
linewidth of CO is around 230±16 km s−1 which is similar to the
width of the detected H2O lines. The ratio of IH2O/ICO is from 0.5
to 1.1 with less than 20% uncertainties.
Appendix A.6: NBv1.78 at z = 3.111
The CO redshift of NBv1.78 was obtained by Riechers et al. (in
prep.) via CARMA, z= 3.111, and the data of the H2O(202–111)
line were obtained by O13. The source is resolved in the SMA
880 µm image (B13) with a somewhat complex morphology,
and the size is ∼ 2.5 ′′. There are three main components in
the image. The two strong components located at northwest
and southeast direction of the image, and the weakest compo-
nent close to the southeast. The derived lensing magnification
is µ = 13.5 ± 1.5, which is the second largest among our sam-
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Fig. A.1c. (See Fig. A.1a caption.) For each observation, the 1σ contour for the continuum (mJy beam−1) and the H2O emission line
(Jy km s−1 beam−1) are as follows: G09v1.124 H2O(211–202) (0.17/–), G09v1.40 H2O(211–202) (0.19/0.32), SDP11 H2O(202–111) (1.30/1.04),
NCv1.268 H2O(211–202) (0.13/0.39) and NAv1.56 H2O(211–202) (0.53/1.02).
ple. In the near-infrared images, the source has a similar three-
component Einstein ring-like structure with a slightly smaller
magnification µ = 10.8+0.3−0.2 (Calanog et al. 2014).
Our NOEMA images of both continuums and H2O lines as
shown in Fig. A.1 are consistent with the SMA 880 µm image.
The images are resolved into two main parts, while the southern
component is extended along the western side. The continuum
and H2O line images have fairly high S/N. From the observation
of H2O(202–111) at 241 GHz (O13, note that this observation was
performed at higher resolution with a 1.4 ′′ × 1.0 ′′ beam), the
values of S ν(ct)pk/S ν(ct) and S
pk
H2O
/SH2O agree well, which are
0.42 ± 0.01 and 0.4 ± 0.1, respectively. The continuum image at
283 GHz gives S ν(ct)pk/S ν(ct) = 0.69 ± 0.01, and the image of
H2O(321–312) gives S
pk
H2O
/SH2O = 0.8 ± 0.1. The similarity of
the peak to spatially integrated flux density ratios suggest that
the spatial distribution of H2O and submm dust continuum are
likely to be consistent. Additionally, the images of J = 2 and
J = 3 images are also consistent within the uncertainty.
NBv1.78 has a very broad linewidth compared with the
other sources. As shown in Fig. 2, the linewidth of H2O(202–111)
and H2O(321–312) are 510 ± 90 and 607 ± 43 km s−1, respec-
tively. The two lines have similar profiles. The source has a
IH2O(321–312)/IH2O(202–111) ratio equal to 1, within the range of the
local galaxies (Fig. 4). The CO(5–4) and CO(6–5) observations
(Table 3) give linewidths of 614±53 and 734±85 km s−1, which
are wider than the H2O lines. The observed ratio of IH2O/ICO is
about 0.7 with less than 25% uncertainty for J = 2 H2O.
Appendix A.7: G09v1.40 at z = 2.093
A CO redshift of G09v1.40, z = 2.0894 was obtained by CSO/Z-
Spec (Lupu et al., in prep.). But, through our H2O observation,
we find a redshift of z = 2.093. Our value is consistent with the
CO(3–2) observation by Riechers et al. (in prep), and we have
adopted this value. SMA observation of the 880 µm dust con-
tinuum shows two close components with a separation of ∼ 1 ′′
along the east and west direction. The lensing model estimates
µ = 15.3 ± 3.5, which is the largest magnification in our sample.
The Keck near-infrared image of the source suggests a magnifi-
cation of µ = 11.4+0.9−1.0 for the stellar component (Calanog et al.
2014).
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The H2O(211–202) line is well detected as well as the corre-
sponding dust continuum. As shown by the images of the H2O
and dust continuum (Fig. A.1), the source is partially resolved
by the synthesised beam. The two component (east and west)
structure is consistent with the 880 µm image, and the west-
ern component is stronger than the eastern one. Both ratios of
S ν(ct)pk/S ν(ct) and S
pk
H2O
/SH2O are found to be 0.6 (uncertainty
< 13%). However, the eastern component is not detected in the
H2O image.
The H2O(211–202) line can be fitted with a single Gaussian
profile with a FWHM of 277 ± 14 km s−1 (Fig. 2). However,
the line has a steeper decline on the red side of the spectrum.
The CO(4–3) observation gives a linewidth of 198 ± 51 km s−1,
which is 0.7 ± 0.2 times narrower than that of the H2O line. The
velocity-integrated flux density of the H2O is larger than that of
the CO(4–3) in this source with a ratio of IH2O/ICO = 1.1 ± 0.3.
Appendix A.8: SDP11 at z = 1.786
The CO observation by Lupu et al. (2012) found z= 1.786. The
SMA 880 µm image displays a typical strongly lensed morphol-
ogy with two components, north and south, respectively. The
size of the source is ∼ 2 ′′. The gravitational magnification es-
timated by B13 is µ = 10.9 ± 1.3.
As shown in Fig. A.1, the source is partially resolved. The
dust continuum image shows an extended structure along the
north and south direction, with the brightest peak in the northern
part. The noisy images are consistent with the SMA 880 µm ob-
servation. The ratio of S ν(ct)pk/S ν(ct) is 0.56 ± 0.03. The image
shows two distinctive components in the north and south direc-
tion. This structure also agrees with the high resolution SMA
880 µm image. Additionally, S pkH2O/SH2O = 0.4 ± 0.2 suggests
that the H2O image is slightly resolved compared with the dust
emission. This difference may come from their different spatial
distribution.
Although the noise level of its spectrum is the highest among
our sources because of the high frequency, namely 355 GHz, the
H2O(202–111) line is marginally detected with S/N = 4.6. The
linewidth is 214 ± 41 km s−1 (Fig. 2).
Appendix A.9: NCv1.268 at z = 3.675
The redshift of NCv1.268 was obtained by the CO observation
of Krips et al. (in prep.). A typical strongly lensed morphology
was found by the SMA 880 µm observation (B13), with a strong
arc-like component in the south direction. The structure has a
size ∼ 2.5 ′′. The B13 lensing model estimates µ = 13.0 ± 1.5.
The source is marginally resolved by the NOEMA synthesis
beam (Fig. A.1). When comparing the flux ratios between the
dust and H2O emission from the peak and the spatially integrated
values, they give S ν(ct)pk/S ν(ct) = 0.66±0.01 and S pkH2O/SH2O =
0.6 ± 0.1. The values of dust emission and the H2O image are in
good agreement.
NCv1.268 is the only source in which we have detected
a double-peaked line profile from our new observations, with
a slightly stronger blue velocity component (Fig. 2). The total
linewidth is very large, 731 ± 75 km s−1.
Appendix A.10: NAv1.56 at z = 2.301
Harris et al. (2012) give a CO redshift of z = 2.3010 for this
source. The SMA 880 µm dust continuum image shows a classic
strongly lensed morphology with multiple images. It consists of
an arc-like component in the western direction and a point-like
component toward the east. They are separated ∼ 2 ′′. The lens
model implies that the magnification factor µ = 11.7±0.9 (B13).
As shown in Fig. A.1, the source is marginally resolved,
with an extended morphology in the eastern part. The structures
displayed in the dust and H2O images are similar. The ratios
S ν(ct)pk/S ν(ct) = 0.62 ± 0.03 and S pkH2O/SH2O = 0.7 ± 0.2 also
suggest their similarity within the errors. Most of the fluxes are
concentrated in the western part, which agrees with the SMA
880 µm image.
The H2O(211–202) line can be fitted by a single Gaussian
with a large linewidth equal to 593±56 km s−1. The CO(4–3) line
observation by NOEMA (Oteo et al., in prep.) gives a linewidth
of 621 ± 47 km s−1. The linewidths of CO and H2O are in very
good agreement. Our noisy detection of CO(5–4) at IRAM 30m
(Table 3) gives a ratio of IH2O/ICO = 0.8 ± 0.3.
Appendix A.11: G09v1.124 at z = 2.410
The redshift of this source is measured by CO observation (Har-
ris et al. 2012). This multiple source, with two main components,
each with intrinsic LIR > 1013 L, separated by 10" (Fig. A.1),
was studied in detail by (Ivison et al. 2013, see also B13 and
Oteo et al., in prep.). It is special in our sample since the two
main sources are from two very different HyLIRGs rather than
multiple images of a single source generated by strong gravi-
tational lensing. The eastern component G09v1.124-W, which
contains a powerful AGN (Oteo et al., in prep.), is unlensed and
the western component G09v1.124-T is only weakly lensed with
a magnification factor µ = 1.5±0.2. Thus, throughout the discus-
sions, we treat G09v1.124-W and G09v1.124-T as two distinct
sources (see Tables 2, 4, 5 and 6).
Probably because of this too small lensing magnification and
the smaller values of each µLIR (Table 2), we have only detected
the dust continuum emission in this source. The H2O(211–202)
line is undetected. The 2σ upper limits of the velocity-integrated
flux density of the H2O(211–202) line show that the values of
IH2O are more than three times smaller than in the other sources.
As seen in Table 4 and Fig. 3, the ratio LH2O/LIR is smaller than
all our other sources for G09v1.124-W, probably because of its
strong AGN. However, for G09v1.124-T this ratio, albeit small,
might be comparable to that of G09v1.97. The dust continuum at
221 GHz follows the same structure as the previously published
observations (Fig. A.1 and Ivison et al. 2013). Both the eastern
component (W) and the western one (T) are marginally resolved
by the synthesised beam. The peak to total continuum flux ratios
are S ν(ct)pk/S ν(ct) = 0.84 ± 0.03 and 0.83 ± 0.04, respectively.
Appendix B: H2O+ detections in local ULIRGs
The study using the Herschel SPIRE/FTS spectra of 167
local galaxies has revealed several emission and absorption
lines of H2O+, which are ortho-H2O+ lines 211–202 (5/2−5/2),
202–111 (5/2−3/2), 111–000 (3/2−1/2), 111–000 (1/2−1/2) (Y13, see also
Table B.1). All J ≥ 2 H2O+ lines are in emission. Table B.1
gives values of the H2O+ flux and luminosity for those among
the Y13 sample where H2O+ lines are (tentatively) detected with
S/N & 2.5. However, for the H2O+(111–000) lines which con-
nect the ground state, they are often found to be in emission
in AGN-dominated sources while they are in absorption in star-
forming-dominated ones. A full description of the dataset for
this Herschel SPIRE/FTS survey will be given in Liu et al. in
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prep. At high-redshift prior to our study, the J = 2 ortho-H2O+
doublet lines seem to have only been tentatively detected in two
sources, SPT0346-52 (Weiß et al. 2013) and HFLS3 (Riechers
et al. 2013).
Table B.1. Beam-matched H2O+, H2O line and infrared luminosities
from local detections (Herschel SPIRE/FTS archive) and high-redshift
Herschel lensed galaxies.
Source 202–111 (5/2−3/2) 211–202 (5/2−5/2) LIR−beam LH2O
106 L 106 L 1011 L 106 L
local ULIRGs
ESO320-G030 0.4 ± 0.1 – 1.5 0.9
CGCG049-057 0.3 ± 0.1 0.7 ± 0.2 1.9 1.6
NGC2623 0.5 ± 0.2 0.7 ± 0.3 3.5 2.0
Arp299-A 0.8 ± 0.2 0.7 ± 0.3 5.4 1.3
Arp220 3.7 ± 0.8 3.5 ± 0.9 16.2 15.2
IRAS13120-5453 3.6 ± 1.2 2.4 ± 1.0 28.2 10.7
IRASF17207-0014 6.8 ± 2.2 6.3 ± 2.2 24.6 15.5
Mrk231 2.6 ± 1.0 3.0 ± 1.5 32.4 9.3
high-redshift lensed galaxies
NCv1.143 28.7 ± 7.2 28.6 ± 7.2 113.6 89.7
G09v1.97 35.8 ± 9.0 – 211.4 106.6
G15v2.779 – 55.8 ± 15.9 270.0 266.0
HFLS3 – 261.8 ± 200.3 364.0 737.8
Notes. Luminosity of H2O+ fine structure lines 202–111 (5/2−3/2)
(742.1 GHz), 211–202 (5/2−5/2) (746.5 GHz), and H2O(211–202). As for the
local sources the Herschel SPIRE/FTS beam is smaller than the entire
source for some galaxies, here LIR−beam represents the LIR from the same
beam area as the measured emission line (a full description will be given
by Liu et al. in prep.). LH2O is the luminosity of H2O(211–202). HFLS3
data are taken from Riechers et al. (2013).
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